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Reuben E Gross 

A New Look at 
Humane Slaughter 

An attorney and Orthodox communal leader re-examines the 
concept of humane slaughter in its relationship to shechitah and 
in an admittedly controversial conclusion questions the wisdom 
of legislation in this area. We welcome our readers comments. 

T HE PROPQNENTS of humane slaughter legisla
tion are inexorably pressing forward in their battle 
against shechitah. In 1958 a Federal bill was en

acted by a close margin. It is instructive at this time to 
recall some of the events that led to its enactment. The 
Union of Orthodox Jewish Congregations and the Rab
binical Council of America, as the Orthodox represen
tatives in the National Community Relations Advisory 
Council worked feverishly at that time for a unified 
Jewish opposition to the enactment of any bill. The 
American Jewish Congress, however, agreed to a com
promise, and in a breach of that agreed communal 
discipline (the highly-touted raison d'etre of the 
NCRAC) Dr. Leo Pfeffer wrote a letter to Congress
man Poage of Texas, the author of the Federal bill, 
in February, 1958, saying: 

"I am authorized by the organizations listed above 
(Rabbinical Assembly of America, United Synagogue, 
Central Conference of American Rabbis and Union 

BACKGROUND ON FEDERAL LEGISLATION 
The Poage Act provides for conditional restrictions on pur~ 

chases by the Federal government and on the transportation 
in interstate commerce of meat that is slaughered by packers 
·,using inhumane methods of slaughter. Its objective is to estab
lish that "slaughter shall be carried out by the most humane 
practicable method." The licit, humane methods under this 
-Act are (a) single blow or gunshot (b) electrical shock (c) 
chemical (d) any other method that is rapid and effective. 
(Whatever that means) 

Shechitah appeared to be protected by the statement that 
"Slaughtering in conformity wih the practices and requirements 
of any established religious faith (is) declared to be humane 
with the meaning of (the) Act." Many feared that this exemp
, tion was illusory as the bill was originally written because it 
seemed to have outlawed the only then-known practicable 
method of pre-shechitah positioning of the animal. Senator 
Case (Rep. N. J.), therefore, successfuly moved to amend the 
Act to provide, ", .. in order to protect freedom of religion, 
ritual slaughtering and the handling or other preparation for 
ritual slaughtering are exempted from the terms of this act." 
The House thereafter accepted the Senate version which was 
ultimately signed into law by President Eisenhower. 

of American Hebrew Congregations) to inform you 
that these organizations and their membership have 
no opposition to H.R. 8303 (the Poage Humane
Slaughter bill)." 

With this assist, the Poage bill squeaked through to 
a narrow victory. Disenchanted for the time being at 
least with the working of all embracing Jewish unity, 
the U.O.J.C.A. undertook a last-ditch campaign against 
passage of the bill in the Senate. Unfortunately, their 
efforts, undertaken within less than forty-eight hours 
before the Senate debate, failed by a hair's breadth 
and the Senate passed that humane slaughter bill by 
a margin that could have been upset by a change in 
two votes or by the presence of some senators who 
by chance were absent. However, the Case amendment 
was read into the bill in the closing minutes of the 
debate to the chagrin of the humane societies. 

One of the obvious lessons that should have been 
gleaned from the 1958 debacle is that Orthodox Jewry 
can only represent itself in matters involving religious 
freedom and that unity with heterodox Jews in such 
matters is not only no asset, but is a distinct liability. 
Unfortunately, those involved were too close to the 
trees to see the forest. They were blinded by the 
immediate events from obtaining a proper hashkofoh 
as to the true significance of that apparent failure. 
To-day an awakened Orthodoxy is pleasantly surprised 
to find that it too can raise an influential voice in the 
nation's capital, even in the teeth of opposition from 
the Jewish secularists. Proper leadership should have 
recognized that truth seven years ago. But even now 
that the lesson is clear to all, the corrolaries of this 
lesson are stubbornly resisted. Positions are taken in 
violation of understanding to consult. Joint consulta
tions are avoided and evaded. In the flush of newly 
won importance, this is understandable. Some individ
uals, suddenly grown big feel mightily wise. Neverthe
less, in view of the grave responsibility facing Orthodox 
Jewry today, such conduct should not be condoned. 

To-day the battle ground has shifted from Wash-
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ington to Albany. The humane societies have urged as 
one of the grounds for passage of a humane slaughter 

·. bill that it is not of great consequence to New York 
Jewry because very little kosher slaughtering is done in 
New York. This is a fact. What they do not mention, 
however, is that the passage of such a bill in a juris-

·. diction containing the world's most populous and in
jluemial Jewish community will be a tocsin for the 
passage of similar bills throughout the world. 

. It is appropriate, therefore, that Orthodox Jewry 
rise to the responsibility now being thrust upon it and 
:reappraise ils attitude to this type of legislation. It is 
urgent that we analyze humane slaughter bills not 
only from the defensive posture of Jews seeking to 
protect shechitah as an exercise in religious freedom, 
but as American citizens whose Jewish insights and 
traditions in regard to the problems of humanity and 
cruelty to animals have a special value in the present 
context. We must ask not only whether these bills are 
covert, time-delayed attacks on shechitah; we must 
also ask other questions. A re the suggested non-she
chitah types of slaughter humane? Is humane slaughter 
not an irreconcilable contradiction? May concern for 
animals not reach a point at which it distorts human 
values? Is this a proper field for legislation? 

An Apologetic Explanation 
We have been lectured by the humane societies about 

the indignities we have foisted upon dumb animals with 
gory methods of pre-shechitah preparation such as 
shackling and hoisting. The reply has generally been 
an apologetic explanation that Torah too forbids cruelty 
to animals as set forth in the rules commanding assist
ance to the owner of the animal crouching beneath its 
burden; forbidding the killing of a calf and its dam 
the same day; the sending away of the mother bird 
from the nest; limitations on hunting et al. The time 
has come, however, to tum the podium around and 
to do a little lecturing ourselves. We should ask the 
nice old ladies of the humane societies to be quietly 
seated while we take to the lecture platform and hold 
forth on the ethics of dealing with animals. 
· Although halachic rules are definitely opposed to 
causing undue pain to Jiving creatures, we silence those 
who would rationalize these rules on the ground of 
pity for animals. Compassion, pity and love are too 
important and valuable to be squandered with profli-

. gacy lest they become meaningless. It is forbidden to 
expend our pity even on human beings, when they 
abuse their divine image by descending to a brute level. 

If the Torah approach to the treatment of Jiving 
creatures is to be rationalized it can be only on the 
basis that it seeks to prevent brutalization of human 
beings. A man who keeps in mind that he must feed 
his animals before partaking of his own breakfast will 
necessarily be more mindful of the hunger of poor, 
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weak, sick and helpless humans. However, if this 
concern for animals becomes excessive to the point of 
maudlin sentimentality it results only in assimilating 
regard for human beings down to that of animals and 
sometimes lower. When the Nazis deported the Jews 
of Vienna, the only concern of the humane society 
of that city was for the cats and dogs that were left 
behind who would go hungry. None appeared at the 
railroad station with a cloth for the tears of the depart
ing, terror-stricken children or a drop of water for 
the thirsty babies awaiting deportment. The excessive 
sentimentality for animals which characterizes many 
of the proponents of the humane societies is an emo
tional aberration often brought on by childlessness or 
some other frustration in achieving balanced human 
emotional attachments. This malady is not new. It was 
characterized by the Novi Hoshea ( J 3,2) thousands of 
years ago, when he said: "They sacrifice men and kiss 
the calves." 

In commenting on the prohibition of killing the dam 
and calf the same day (Lev. 22,28) Rabbi Samson R. 
Hirsch writes: 

"It cannot be actual kindness, consideration of an 
animal's feelings, etc. which lies at the root of this 
prohibition. But rather the reason must be ... to bring 
home to our minds the idea of humaneness ... " His 
proof is that the Torah does not forbid killing both 
animals on the same day when a method of slaughtering 
other than shechitah is used. 

The anti-vivisectionists, who are generally regarded 
as "nuts" have a more logical case. By including ani
mals in the same category with human beings, they 
are reasonable in their opposition to all slaughter of 
animals. But by what ethical or moral principle do 
the humane societies concede the propriety of one 
kind of slaughter and not of another? If the question 
is merely one of minimizing pain to the animal, how 
do they measure the pains? The humane societies have 
imputed human-type emotions to animals. Human 
suffering is compounded of many elements, of which 
sheer physical pain is not necessarily the most im
portant. A teacher's gentle slap in the face before 
classmates can be more painful than a dentist's drill. 
Human fear of a mortal blow is in a large part affected 
by concern for the disappearance of one's ego. Do 
animals suffer from a sense of indignity in being Jed 
to slaughter? Are they overwhelmed with concern for 
their future life? How can they claim that such shocking 
methods as electrocution and blows on the skull arc 
humane, while shecbitah is pcrrnissable only as a con
cession to religious freedom? 

If it is in behalf of the animals that they speak, and 
not merely for the sake of inculcating a certain degree 
of refined behavior in human beings, they are treading 
on novel and unprecendented legal grounds. This coun
try was founded on the principle that all men are 
endowed with "unalienable rights." Corporations have 



been hCld to be legal persons. However, if 1egis1ation 
is predicated on the theory that animals possess legal 
rights, such legislation is an absurdity. The only ration
al basis for such legislation is the power of the state 
to control human behavior. However, not all human 
behavior is subject to police power. Should the legisla
ture of New York enjoin politeness, good manners and 
proper grammatical speech upon the citizens of the 
Empire State? Should husbands be enjoined by law to 
love and to be kind to their wives? Obviously not. Yet 
the humane societies seek to enact a code of kind 
conduct to animals by prescribing in which way they 
may be killed and in which way they may not be killed. 
In a democratic society, men may organize to collect 
contributions and to expend them on a wide range of 
projects calculated to alter the conduct of their fellow 
men. The humane societies have every right to encour
age kindness and love for animals by educational and 
persuasive means. However, when they seek to use the 
coercive powers of the state to further their sentiments 
in an area not involving the protection of property or 
person, they are going too far. 

(The drafters of S.I. 4393 arc well aware of this 
objection and have anticipated it by inserting in the 
preamble several spurious purposes calculated to bring 
the bill within the area of valid legislative purposes. 
Their preamble recites that the humane methods they 
propose not only prevents needless suffering, but results 

U NFORTUNATELY, we have not eliminated all 
of our problems by drawing in the perimeter of 
our defenses to include only Orthodox organiza

tions. The ASPCA, which is now on an all out cam
paign to put over a slaughter bill in the New York 
legislature, claims the following statement from Rabbi 
Israel Klavan, Executive Vice President of the Rab
binical Council of America: "We ... consider this 
bill entirely acceptable." 

This bill defines as humane slaughter the use of a 
"single blow or gunshot or an electrical, chemical or 
other means that is rapid and effective ... ", in addition 
to a shechitah-type slaughter. Among the inhumane 
methods proscribed by this bill is shackling and hoisting 
of a conscious animal in positioning it for slaughter. 
The restriction on shackling and hoisting does not apply 
to farmers, nor-"in order to protect freedom of re
ligion"-to a commercial operator who may ritually 
slaughter up to 20 conscious beef animals per week. 
It further gives a one-year grace-period with respect 
to calves and sheep being positioned for ritual slaughter 
after the Commissioner of Agriculture determines that 
a ritually acceptable, practical, humane method at 
reasonable cost, is available for positioning calves and 
sheep. This, of course, makes the Commissioner a 
Posek Achron insofar as the availability of acceptable 
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in safer and better working conditions, improves the 
products and economy in slaughtering, and produces 
other unnamed benefits which tend to expedite the 
orderly flow of livestock and its products. How these 
spurious purposes will be accomplished by that bill 
has never been demonstrated. If there is a rational 
connection, the packers would assuredly be most in
terested in safer and better working conditions, im
provement in their product and economy and a more 
orderly flow of livestock and its products. Why then 
must they be coerced by legislation?) 

A sore point at issue in this whole matter is the good 
faith of the humane societies. They insist that because 
they concede that shechitah is a humane method of 
slaughter their good faith should not be questioned. 
However, legislation of any kind that includes shechitah 
among others will always place it in a defensive stance. 
However, we could propose a bill which would subject 
their good faith to the acid test. A bill that condemned 
all methods of "shock" slaughter and permitted killing 
only by rapid severance of the carotoid artery-the sole 
undisputed "humane" method, would provide such a 
test. If their dominant motive is "humanity" to animals, 
whatever that means, there should be no objection to 
such a bill. If on the other hand, they prefer no law 
to such a statute, their motivations will be clear to 
any unbiased legislator. 

positioning-instruments arc concerned. One of the nu
merous dangers in this situation is that New York may 
permit shechitah only with a certain acceptable type of 
holding pen which is readily available here, but that 
this regulation may be copied by Australia or Bolivia, 
for example, where the pen is not available. Much noise 
has been made over the fact that the ASPCA has made 
a holding pen available to slaughter-houses on a royalty 
free basis. Displayed prominently in ASPCA propa
ganda is a picture of Rabbis Joseph B. Soloveitchik, 
Jsrael Miller, Sholem B. Kowalsky and Emanuel Holzer 
presenting a citation to ASCPA president, James H. 
Jenkins for their Holding Pen Program. Presumably, it 
is this royalty-free program which makes the current 
bill in Albany "entirely acceptable" to the R.C.A. 
However, it should not be overlooked that the situation 
is rife with pitfalls and dangers. The Commissioner 
may decide that only another type of pen, which is 
not royalty-free is "practicable and humane.'' If a pen 
breaks down and cannot be repaired for several days, 
the law will not be suspended. If the royalty-free prom
ise is rescinded, repeal of the law will not be automatic. 
Generally, the power of the commissioner under this 
bill to "promulgate and from time to time revise rules 
and regulations in connection with this (law)," will 
place in the hands of administrative bureaucrats in 
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every one of the fifty states the power of the Moloch 
Hamoves over the shochet, from which G-d alone can 
deliver us. 

In urging support for this bill, the ASPCA, anxious 
to win Jewish support, is quick to concede that the 
kosher ritual of instantaneous death to a conscious 
animal is in itself a humane act. However, their con
tempt for shechitah is ill-concealed and leaks through 
in such phrases which characterize it as "the ritual of 
death." 

The inanity of the fulsome praise of the ASPCA for 
the "sincere humanitarians" working on their projects 
reminds me of a conversation in which I told a friend 

Ends and Means 

that a dog I took for a ride become car-sick. "Well," 
he said, "they're human, too, you know." At this I 
politely nodded my agreement, not being immediately 
aware of the nonsense to which I had assented. It is 
not enough to have humanitarian sympathies. Unless 
properly directed, these sympathies may do more harm 
than good. A world whose hands are still dripping with 
blood of the most ghastly mass murder in history can 
ill afford to look for balm for its conscience by bursts 
of humanitarianism to animals and convicted murder
ers. Cruelty to animals-No. But to give priority to 
sentiment for animals over human needs is to start 
on the road to Indian paganism with it~ sacred cows. 

Harold 1 Leiman 

In Jewish Education 
The goals of education of a society are determined by 
the values of that society; the philosophy of education 
emerges from the philosophy of life. The less certain 
a society is about its values, the less clarity there is 
about its educational goals-the greater the confusion 
in the schools. It follows, too, that if a society assumes 
its values to be man-made, temporary and expedient, 
it will change these values with the changing times. 
Eventually, the changes will be reflected in the schools. 
On the other hand, a society whose values are G-d
made has an eternal philosophy, immutable and suited 
for all times and places. Its schools may use different 
means but the ends arc always and everywhere the 
same. The schools have perennial goals. The teachers 
in these schools should always be cognizant of the ulti
mate goals of their instruction. Whether a society con
siders its values man-made or G-d-made, the measure 
of its educational efficiency is the same: the school is 
successful to the extent that its graduates live by the 
values of that society. 

What are the Jewish values? What are the Jewish 
educ'ltional goals? The average observant Jew is so 
immersed in Jiving by these values that he does not 
stop to formulate them. Nevertheless, they are stated 
explicitly in the Torah and repeated daily by every 
Jew. 

Hear 0 Israel; the Lord our G-d, the Lord is one, 
And thou shalt love the Lord thy G-d with all thy 
heart, with all thy soul, and with all thy might. 

DR. LEIMAN is the dean of the Hebrew Youth Academy 
of Essex County and a member of the Department of 
Education of Brooklyn College. 
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And these words which I command thee this day, 
shall be upon thy heart. 

D'vorim 6:4-6 
And ye shall teach them to your children, to speak 
of them, when thou sittest in thy house, and when 
thou goest on the way, and when thou liest down, 
and when thou risest up. D'vorim 11: 19 

There are four values and consequently four edu-
cational goals: 

1. To know that there is one G-d. 
2. To love G-d. 
3. To know and practice His commandments. 
4. l'o teach these commandments to our children 

so that the children will speak of them even 
when we are away. 

These are the values of Jewish living; these are the 
ultimate objectives of Jewish education. Everything in 
the Jewish school must be directed toward these goals; 
everything must contribute toward the achievement of 
these values. Other values or aims, no matter how well 
cherished, are acceptable only as means toward realiz
ing the four goals. If other values or means should 
detract from or hinder the maximum achievement of 
the four goals, they have no place in the Jewish school. 
Therefore subject matter which explicitly or implicitly 
challenges the authenticity of oral or written Torah 
cannot be part of the curriculum of the Jewish school. 
Therefore, the teacher of Torah cannot be an individual 
who does not practice what he teaches, for he would 
obviously subvert the four goals for which the Jewish 
school was established. 



But are there not many othet purposes for Jewish 
education? Are not many other subjects taught in 
American yeshivos? Don't educators list other pur
poses; don't yeshivos teach other subjects? True. It is 
therefore all the more important for us to realize that 
these other purposes and other subjects are not goals 
and sometimes not even proper means through which 
to achieve the four goals. But if we insist that the four 
goals are exclusive, how do we explain the strong em
phasis upon Hebrew language in some modern yeshi-
vas? How do we explain the emphasis on love of 
Eretz Yisroel? What place do advanced secular 
studies have in the Jewish school? 

Implicit in the Torah passages cited above is the 
thought that the way to achieve our goals is through 
the study of oral and written Torah. But how shall the 
Torah be explained to a child in an American yeshiva? 
Should we use the Hebrew language or the mother 
tongue-English. Obviously, our answer must be that 
we use the language most effective in attaining our 
goals. We cannot argue that the use of Hebrew is in 
itself a goal. Mastery of language, even Hebrew, can 
be only a means through which to achieve the four 
goals; it cannot be an end in itself. 

Language of Instruction 
Unfortunately, there is no objective evidence avail

able as to whether the goals of Jewish education are 
better served by teaching in the mother-tongue or by 
teaching in Hebrew. Some hold that much more ground 
can be covered and the work better understood when 
English is used; others hold that a foundation in He
brew prepares the way for ultimate independent study 
and understanding of Torah in the original. Whatever 
the language of instruction, in order to guarantee its 
efficacy in attaining our goals, we would have to be 
sure that the teachers arc masters of the language and 
are not hindered in expressing themselves in the lan
guage. Where Hebrew is used, we would have to be 
additionally sure that the children are capable of mas
tering a second language. On the basis of observation 
and experience, the writer feels safe in stating that most 
bright children, but very few average children, are 
capable of mastering Hebrew as a second language. 
Given bright pupils, religious and fluent teachers, most 
educators would agree that Hebrew should be the lan
guage of instruction. It is after all Lashon Hakodesh; 
it is the language of the Torah, and therefore, it would 
be, under the mentioned conditions, a preferred means 
of attaining our ends. 

Love of the Land of Israel! Is that not a worthy 
goal? It is worthy, but not a goal. It is a means to a 
goal. The child should be taught to love Eretz Yisroel 
because it is the land "which the Lord your G-d cares 
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for; the eyes of fh~ iOrd your G-d are always uptm it, 
from the beginning of the year even unto the end of 
the year."1 The child should be taught to love Eretz 
Yisroel as the land of the Torah-where Torah can be 
practiced in its entirety. Eretz Yisroel is dear to us 
because it is the place where we can serve G-d best. 
Eretz Yisroel is cherished by all Jews. Yet it is a 
means not an end. 

The child should know about the greatness of the 
inhabitants of modern Israel and the many sacrifices 
they made to establish the Jewish State. The child 
should know that the people of poor little Israel pro
vided a home for double their number-a feat unprec
edented in human history. He should know that the 
majority of people in Israel are not religious but that 
ultimately all the inhabitants of the Jewish State will 
serve G·d. He should know that he could bring the ·· 
Jewish State closer to its purpose by strengthening 
Torah in Israel; by living in Israel as a religious Jew. 

Knowing what the Jewish educational goals .are, 
helps to distinguish means from ends and keeps out of 
the Jewish school those elements which would frustrate 
its purposes. Then how can we justify advanced secular 
studies in the curriculum? 

Rabbinic literature cites several instances where 
secular studies may serve the goals of Jewish education. 
We shall mention two of these: Either the secular 
studies are needed for entering a profession and it is 
incumbent upon a father to teach his child a profession2 

or they may be needed to provide a background for 
comprehending the magnitude of the universe and thus 
lead to the admiration and love of G-d. 3 The first rea
son permits secular study as a necessary preparation 
for earning a living. But the individual must reali~e 
that earning a living is not his ultimate purpose. It is 
merely a means to enable him to study and practice 
Torah undisturbed by the basic need to provide for 
material existence. The second reason permits the in
dividual to explore the universe in its great expanse, 
even the moon and Mars, so long as this study leads 
to the love of G-d. The Torah encourages the study 
of the facts of the universe for the facts always support 
the Torah and call forth love for the Creator. 

Nevertheless, secular studies in a yeshiva are fraught 
with problems. We must be sure that the teachers are 
not atheists and do not preach atheism. We must be 
sure that the theoretic subject matter and/ or the opin
ions in the textbooks do not contradict the religious 
beliefs of the pupils. On the contrary, there is the 
obligation to show that the facts of nature bespeak the 

1. D'Mrim 11; 12 
2. Talmud Bavli Trac. Kidushin 82a 
3. Rambam-Hilchos T'shuva (10:6); Chofetz 

Sefer Hamitzvos Hakatzer (Pt. 1:3) 
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glory of the Creator. There must be a cooperative 
relationship between the religious and secular depart
ments so that both departments can work constructively 
toward the achievement of the four goals. 

Least emphasized in the yeshivos is the fourth goal: 
To teach these commandments to our children so that 
the children will speak of them even when we arc 
away. Yet this goal is of the greatest significance. It 
means that we must not only teach Torah but we must 
get children to love Torah-to love it so that it will 
become a topic of conversation for them even when 
we are not present. This implies providing a cheerful 
atmosphere for children to learn in. This implies pro
viding expert teachers who motivate children and who 
develop enthusiasm in them for learning. The teacher 
must not only instruct but he must love his subject and 
Jove his children. Else, how can he call forth love from 
the children? Even as a father must be a teacher to 
his children according to Jewish tradition, so must a 
teacher be a father to his pupils. He must recognize 

their needs and try to satisfy them. He must be con
cerned with the individual development of each child. 
Only then can he develop them to their fullest. Only 
then will he merit their love and esteem and foster in 
them a love for learning. All this emerges from our 
fourth value. 

By keeping the four goals in front of us, we direct 
our energies toward building better schools and toward 
assuring the Jewish future. However, if we are not 
conscious of our goals, chances are that foreign ele
ments will enter; that we will squander our energies in 
many directions and that we will be left hopelessly dis
satisfied. Only when we know that our every effort is 
directed toward the four goals and toward the removal 
of all encumbrances, can we be sure that we are ac
complishing our mission. What is the measure of effi
ciency of the Jewish school? The number of graduates 
who express their belief in and love of G-d through the 
enthusiastic study and practice of His commandments. 

Meyer Levi 

Torah Journalism 
The Origins of the Orthodox Jewish Press 

In spite of the advances of electronic communication, 
the press remains-as it has been throughout modern 
times-the most powerful influence in formulating pub
lic opinion. .Newspapers have caused wars and revolu
tion, riots and upheaval; they have brought to the fore 
new ideologies and destroyed old ones. Like the winc
press which inspired the printing press, newspapers 
have concotcd a brew which has brought mankind 
happiness-at times-and deep sorrow at other times. 

Because of its great power, the press became known 
as the Fourth Estate, a force often greater than the 
governments which ruled over men's affairs. In many 
instances this force was concentrated in just a few 
hands, a matter of deep concern to journalists even in 
the free society of America today. 

Traditionally, the press has been the "watch-dog"' of 
society, focusing on the affairs of state, ever ready to 
criticize and to expose corruption and dishonesty. Yet, 
strangely. the press has managed to avoid the careful 
scrutiny which it imposed on others. To this day a 
"gentlemen·s agreement" prevails which inhibits one 
newspaper from attacking the policies of another. 

Realizing the power of the press, political and ideo
logical movements created their own press and used it 
as a weapon in spreading their ideologies and winning 
popular support to their special cause. 
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The press, like the paper on which it is printed, has 
been a passive force, serving equally the cause of 
justice and the cause of tyranny. One of Hitler's major 
victories, even before he seized power in Germany, was 
his capture of a significant segment of the German 
press. Professor Oron J. Hale has noted that, "In the 
revolutionary period that began with Hitler's appoint
ment as chancellor, the working press--editors and 
journalists-was one of the first bodies to be 'cleansed,' 
coordinated, and subjected to state control." ( The 
Captive Press in the Third Reich [Princeton Univer
sity Press], 1964.) 

The Jewish Press 
The development of the general press brought in its 

wake the Jewish press. At first monthlies and weeklies 
appeared in Yiddish, Hebrew, and other languages. The 
first Jewish newspaper was Gazetta D'Amsterdam .. 
whose first issue appeared on January 24, 1678, a 
weekly published by David Tartach, a Sephardic Jew. 
It was written in Ladino, a mixture of Hebrew and 
Spanish which was the vernacular of Sephardic Jews. 
This weekly continued to appear for almost a year. 
Nine years later two more weeklies appeared in Am
sterdam published by David Tartach and Uri Feivish 



Halevi. Onewas called the Coutimt. The second was 
a biweekly Yiddish-German newspaper which appeared 
on Tuesdays and Fridays and was called Dinstagisha 
and Freitagisha. These papers did not last very long. 

The first newspapers and periodicals published in 
Hebrew, Yiddish, German and French were essentially 
non-Orthodox and appeared in communities throughout 
Europe. The Hebrew periodicals of Western Europe 
did not last for very long. They were replaced by 
German and French publications and at a later date, 
English publications. ln Eastern Europe the Hebrew 
language journals were displaced by periodicals in Yid
dish, Polish, Russian and other languages. Yet some 
Hebrew newspapers and periodicals actually survived 
up to the Holocaust of World War 11. Yiddish news
papers and then English papers began to appear in the 
United States and other countries. Hebrew newspapers 
began to appear in Eretz Yisroel when the Yishuv was 
still quite small. As the years passed these papers ex
panded and their numbers increased. 

Rarely were the newspapers non-partisan. The over
whelming majority served the interests of the various 
movements that appeared on the Jewish scene. First 
the Reform and Maskilim, then the Zionists, Socialists, 
and extreme left-wing groups. They followed the lean
ings of their publishers and editors who were rarely 
religious Jews. Orthodoxy had not yet considered the 
press to be a weapon in its struggle against its foes. 

Influence of .lewish Press 

The Jewish press exerted a greater influence on its 
readers than the general press, despite the fact that the 
general press was of a higher quality. This was due to 
the fact that each nation concerned itself with develop
ing newspapers loyal to the State. The Jewish press, 
on the other hand functioned without any restraint or 
direction. The organs of the revolutionary movements 
in various countries suffered from strict censorship and 
constant supervision. In contrast, the Jewish press was 
almost completely unrestricted, especially in matters 
concerning Jewish religion and tradition. One could be 
hostile to the Torah without restraint. In some cases 
certain governments actually encouraged Jewish groups 
who wished to undermine Torah. 

The first religious newspaper to be published was 
the Zionwachter, "Organ of Religious Jewry" published 
by Rabbi Yaakov Ettlinger the Rav of Altoona. H 
came as a reaction to the anti-religious attacks of the 
growing secular Jewish press and systematically refuted 
these attacks in its columns. It also included a Hebrew 
supplement edited by Rabbi Shmuel Anach called 
Shomer Tzion Haneemon whose goal it was "To further 
the interests of Torah and Tradition and to remove 
threats to our Faith." This newspaper began publish
ing in the month of Tammuz 5607 and lasted until the 

end of the Jewish year. The Hebrew supplement 
actually a Torah journal with scholarly artic]e5 and 
some poetry, while the German language section was 
in the main devoted to polemics. The paper's influence 
however was limited. 

In contrast, the weekly lsraelit which appeared in 
1860-first under the editorship of Rabbi Meyer 
Lehmann and then Zelig Schachnowitz-became the 
organ of Orthodox Jewry in Germany and did much 
to spread Torah and to fortify its positions which were 
under constant attack by the Reform clements through
out Germany and Western Europe. The lsraeUt pre
pared the ground for the eventual organization of re
ligious Jewry, which led to the founding of Agudath. 
Israel. 

The Religious Press in Eastern Europe 
When the weekly Hamaged, intended to serve as the 

organ of the Maskalim of Russia and Poland began to 
appear, the Gerrer Rebbe, Reb Yitzhok Mair (the 
Chidushei Harim) said, "If religious Jews would listen 
to me they would immediately publish a newspaper of 
Jheir own." But a lack of appreciation of the impor
tance of the press coupled with persecution by the 
government, which did not look favorably on the or
ganization of religious Jews inhibited the establishment 
of an Orthodox press. 
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Masthead of Der Israelit, organ of German Orthodox Jewry 

The anti-religious press developed steadily in Galicia. 
As a result, the Belzer Rebbe, Reb Yehoshua, and 
Rabbi Shimon Sofer, the Rav of Cracow, began to 
publish a religious newspaper in opposition to a num
ber of anti-religious newspapers already appearing. 
They invested great effort in the project and despite 

· constant persecution from the Austrian government, the 
newspaper Machzikei Hadas appeared regularly, twice 
each week, beginning in the year 5639 (1879). Al-

.· though he enjoyed the moral support of most of the 
Rebbes and Gedolei Hatorah of Austria it was the 
Belzer Rebbe himself who actually covered the expenses 
of the newspaper. 

In Russia and Poland, where in those days the strug
gle between the religious and non-religious clements 
had reached its peak, the Gedolei Hatorah exerted 
every effort to establish a religious newspaper. But 
such a newspaper had no chance at all to receive the 
necessary license to publish from the Czarist govern
ment, which was hostile to the rabbinate and religious 
Jewry. For some time negotiations were conducted 
between Reh Yisroel Salanter and Rabbi Lehmann for 
the purpose of publishing a weekly Hebrew supplement 
:11or the lsraelit, directed to the Jews of Russia and 
Poland, but the efforts were not successful. 

Then the leaders of religious Jewry contacted the 
publisher of Halevonon, which had first appeared in 
Jerusalem and had then moved to Paris. This news
paper became for a time the organ of religious Jewry 
in Russia. Reb Yisroel Sahmter traveled a great deal 
in order to collect the necessary funds for support of 
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Halevonon. Reb Eliyahu of Kartinga, himself a wealthy 
man, contributed large sums of money from his per
sonal fortune for this purpose. Rabbi Yitzchok El
chanan Spektor, the Rav of Kovno, also expended great 
efforts to further this project. A special committee of 
rabbis and lay leaders was formed in Vilna under the 
name Chevra Matzdikei Harabim to underwrite Ha
levonon. 

The anti-religious groups did not look favorably on 
H alevonon nor on the intrusion of religious groups into 
the newspaper field, which they had always considered 
as their exclusive domain. A group of sixteen lawyers 
close to the Maskilim held a special meeting in Odessa 
and agreed to try to convince the Czarist government 
to ban the import of Halevonon which was called by 
the Maskilim the "mad house," and its supporters 
"denizens of the black office," and "children of dark
ness." 

Madyar Zzid 

After the division of the Jewish communities of 
Hungary into Orthodox and Reform communities, the 
religious Jews of Hungary began to publish a weekly 
in Hungarian under the name of Madyar Zzid to bring 
the religious viewpoint before the community and the 
officials of the government. 

In 1910 the editor of the Rabbinical Monthly 
Hape/es, Rabbi Eliyahu Akiva Rabinowitz, Rav of 
Poltava, entered the newspaper field. With his budget 
guaranteed by three Gedolei Torah of the day, he be-
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· gan to publish the weekJy Hamodta. The three guaran-' 
tors were Reb Chaim Soloveitchik of Brisk, the Gerrer 
Rebbe, and Reb Chaim Ozer Grodzenski of Vilna. 
Rabbi Rabinowitz served as editor with his son as 
assistant. This newspaper played a vital role in pre
paring the ground for the founding of Agudath Israel 
and became the organ of Torah Jewry all over the 
Russian Empire. Coming in the wake of the first Zionist 
Congress and massive efforts to wean Jews away from 
Torah and tradition, Hamodia was a forceful challenge 
to the inroads being made by secular Zionism. 

After the founding conference of Agudath Israel in 
19 l 2, Agudah began to publish Haderech, a monthly 
which was an important link between Eastern and 
Western Orthodoxy Jewries. 

The Religious Press in Poland 
Under the sponsorship of the Gerrer Rebbe and 

other Gedolei Hatorah of the day preparations were 
begun before World War I for the publication of a 
strong religious daily. A managerial board was formed 
(:omposed of the elite of Polish Jewry's communal lead
ers, and as editor, the committee appointed Rabbi 
Shmuel Yoscf Zevin, who was then a Rav in Russia 
and is now a member of the Chief Rabbinate of Israel. 
As his assistant the committee appointed Rabbi 
Rabinowitz, the son of the Poltava Rav who had been 
a co-editor of Hamodia. Just as the necessary prepara
tions were completed and funds had been accumulated, 
war broke out. Eastern Europe was plunged into chaos 
and the sponsors were forced to abandon their project. 

During the German occupation of Poland in World 
War J, a Yiddish religious daily began to appear in 
Warsaw called Dos Yiddishe Vort, edited by Nochum 
Leib Weingut. Rabbi Pinchas Cohen, and Rabbi 
Emanuel Carlebach, leaders of religious Jewry in Ger
many, who came to Poland in order to assist in the 
relationship between Polish religious Jewry and the 
German occupation authorities, were helped in the es
tablishment of this newspaper which appeared between 
the years 5676-5678 (1916-1918). It was well edited, 
and maintained a very high journalistic level, and 
helped to awaken the consciousness of Polish Ortho
doxy to be able to resist the incursions of a growing 
Jewish secularism. 

Jewish communities in Poland had been organized 
by the government as democratic bodies and a struggle 
arose among the various groups in Jewish life for the 
loyalty of Jews who would elect their own leadership. 
Secular, anti-religious groups had a press network which 
clamored against Orthodoxy and was particularly 
vicious regarding the so-called "dominance of the cler
gy." Only a strong Orthodox press could counter
balance the efforts of the secular press to destroy the 
jnfluence of Torah in Jewish life. With the end of 

World War I, and the establishment of the 
Republic, the newspaper ceased publicati6n. 
the absence of a religious newspaper was felt. 

Desperate efforts were exerted by the Gedolei Ba-
.· torah of Poland and the leaders of Agudath Israel to 
establish a religious newspaper to serve as the spokes
man of religious Jewry. These were the first days of · 
Polish independence. The economic situation of the 
•Jews in Poland was steadily becoming worse. Yet those 
:loyal to Torah Jewry refused to abandon the idea. A 
dynamic communal leader, Meshulem Kaminer, stepped 
forward to take upon himself the arduous task. He was 
a unique personality who served both as editor and 
publisher of the new daily, Der Yid. Beginning first 
as a weekly, Der Yid appeared during the most difficult 
days of Polish Jewry in the Republic. The newspaper 
appeared between the years 5681-5689 (1921-1929). 
In 1930 after the position of Agudath Israel had im
proved and the masses were more aware of the im
portance of a newspaper, Der Yid stopped publishing 
and in its place Der Yiddishe Tagenblatt was estab
lished. This paper continued to publish right up to the 
outbreak of World War II. 

A Revolution in Polish Jewry 

This newspaper, together with other Orthodox peri
Ddicals, caused a revolution in the life of Polish Jewry. 
H became a mighty weapon in the hands of religious 
Jewry. This militant Torah press made it possible for 
Agudath Israel to gain the leadership of the largest 
Jewish communities~ to create a network of yeshivos 
ketanos and Bais Yaakov schools, and to win repre
sentation for Orthodox Jewry in the Polish parliament 
through such dynamic personalities as the Raysher Rav 
and the Lubliner Rav, Rabbi Mair Shapiro. 

In the years before the Holocaust, Polish Orthodoxy 
was a strong, well-organized force, in a large measure 
due to the influence of the Orthodox press which 
strengthened Orthodoxy's prestige and mobilized the 
religious masses for active participation in Jewish com
munal affairs. 

The religious newspaper was always radically differ:.. 
ent from the secular Jewish press, not only in coutent 
and ideology, but even more so in its purposes and 
goals. There is good reason to believe that were it not 
for the existence of a Jewish press hostile to Torah, 
a religious press would never have come inio being. 

Secular Jewish newspapers and journals have at
tempted to provide a complete cultural diet for its read
ers, providing not only news but fiction and criticism, 
covering the entire realm of literature. The religious 
press, on the other hand, strove merely to channel the 
reader's interest to the already existing body of Torah 
literature, serving not as an end in itself-as does the 
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"If religious Jews would listen to me they would immediately publish their own newspaper." 

secular press-but rather as a catalyst to further study 
of and devotion to Torah. 

The secular press desires to expose its readers to 
new social and political ideologies and to the entire 
gamut of the non-Jewish world, the very factors from 
which the religious press has sought to shield its 
readers. 

The secular press reflected the break-down of moral
ity and family life which came in the wake of the new 
liberalism and freedom. The religious press fought 
tenaciously to maintain the moral and spiritual values 
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-Chidushei Harim 

which have been the strength of the Jew as he passed 
from one alien culture to another. The secular press 
sought to open the doors of the university to the Jew; 
the religious press urged him back to the gemmorah 
and the Bais Medrash. 

In Israel today the religious press has many prob
lems, reflecting as it docs the problems of religious 
Jewry in Eretz Yisroel. In the golah, where not a 
single religious daily exists, the religious press has yet 
to find itself. 

The front-page of 
Dos Judisze Togblat 
of August 28, 1939, 
three days before the 
outbreak of World War 11. 
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Has Your Son Been 
Bar-Mitzvah-ed Lately? 
;======== ·-·--·-:=-===::::--========= 
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Her poise when she entered my office, the self-assurance 
with which she occupied the chair, and the solicitious 
interest that dripped from her questions that followed 
made her seem very much like a sociology major in 
Barnard. 

"I'm Denise Jacoby," she said in a demi-whisper, 
"and I do hope you can answer some questions about 
Bar-Mitzvah for me." 

"Why not? ... But for what reason, on the other 
hand?" 

"I need the information for a "sosch" course on 
Adolescence at Barnard, Rabbi, and I would like to 
get it all from an authority. You-uh-are ordained for 
conducting Bar-Mitzvah ceremonies, aren't you, 
Rabbi?" 

RABBI WOLPJN is principal in the Yeshivah and Mesivta 
Ohr Yisroel i11 Forest Hills and is editor of 0LOMAINU. 

After reassuring Miss Jacoby of my competence in 
the field, I asked her what she wanted to know. 

"The full gamut," she replied. "You sec, it has to 
be a very comprehensive thesis. I was wondering if 
you could tell me how much of the Bar-Mitzvah rites 
are rooted in folkways, how much in Mosaic Law, 
what's derived from custom, what might reflect Chris
tiological influence and middle-class values, and just 
what might stem from Oedipus Rex." 

I coughed defensively and automatically reached for 
my pipe, which I had given up twelve years ago. In 
its absence I removed my glasses for a thoughtful 
cleaning. 'Tm really very sorry. Miss Jacoby," l 
finally admitted, "but I must confess that J am not 
really equipped to fully answer your questions. I think 
that you had best consult a kosher caterer, because 
most of the rites you are probably interested in are 
products of his assessment of what people would like 
to expect from a Bar-Mitzvah. We poor rabbis are only 
limited to the very pristine, ritualistic aspects of the 
Bar-Mitzvah, and these have undergone very little 
change in recent centmies." 

Miss Jacoby looked disappointed, but she thanked 
me sweetly anyway. As I escorted her to the door of 
my office, Wouk's Marjorie Morningstar winked at me 
from under her arm, and I knew that I had not steered 
her wrong. 

A S I SAT BACK in my swivel chair and cleaned 
my glasses a second time, I felt that I was too 
hasty in dismissing Miss Jacoby to the nearest 

catering establishment. True, the candle-lighting pro
ceedings and the first-dance ceremonies only exist over 
rabbinic protest-sometimes voiced, sometimes swal
lowed. Yet, if a typical Bar-Mitzvah celebration today 
combines the lavishness of a debutante's wedding, the 
flow of liquor of an office building full of New Year's 
Eve parties, enough candle-lighting for a most be
mourned Irishman's wake, the pathos of three week's 
day-time soap opera, and the tension of a tight-rope 
crossing of Niagara Falls-all of this is so because we 
rabbis have encouraged parts and looked the other 
way from other aspects of this celebration. And for 
this reason, the inquiring Misses Jacoby have eve ry 
right to camp on our doorsteps for clarification, and 
defense of the Bar-Mitzvah rituals. 
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I N TRUTH be~~ming "~child ()f rnifavos" represents 
. an awesome, sweeping step for the thirteen-year-old 

boy involved. It means viewing life from a new 
vantage point, not as one who merely volunteers his 
service to his Maker, but as one who has been inducted 
into the ranks of those who must respond to the Divine 
Command. This elevation calls for a feast-a seudes 
mitzvah--and according to the Mach'tsis Hashekel this 
is the rationale for the Bar-Mitzvah celebration. 

More than a mere justification, this theme should 
also set the tone for all the festivities, from the first 
intonation of the Bar-Mitzvah boy's blessings upon be
ing summoned to the Torah, to the last ringing syllable 
of his drashah. 

Using this theme as the vehicle for it all, the only 
proper time for the celebrations would be the boy's 

··birthday-the day on which he virtually accepts upon 
his shoulders the "yoke of mitzvos"-not just any day 

·.·. :N. . . . OW, TO RE-ASK SOME of Miss Jacoby's ques-
. •. tions and evaluate the "customs and folkways" 

of the about-to-be and the becoming-"Bar
Mitzvahed." 

Elevation to the mitzvah-level is not a casual occur
rence, and should be preceded by some sort of prepara

. tion. After all, in the words of the Zohar (Mishpotim): 
"From the time a young man becomes thirteen he can 
be considered a member of the Congregation of Israel. 
... Just as that day when Dovid (the future king) 
entered his fourteenth year, Hashem said ... 'My son, 
on this day I have begot you ... for only now will a 
soul from on high dwell with you.' " 

By right, the Bar-Mitzvah candidate should take his 
own measure before he reaches maturity: the length 
of his arm-if it is fit to be encased by the tefillin that 
can sanctify his every act; to plumb the depths of his 

.·· heart to see if it can expand to the depth of the oceans 
and the width of the universe-to see if it can contain 
fully 613 mitzvahs; to scan his mind, to see if it can 
absorb Torah, and if it will possess the ability of re
taining it; to search his soul to see if it will be capable 
of reflecting the glory of Him who will soon declare to 

0 NE OF THE HIGHPOINTS of the Bar-Mitzvah 
. . boy's entry to maturity is his aliyah to the Torah 

-an obligation that takes priority over almost 
every other claim to an aliyah on that day. Here the 
Bar-Mitzvah can demonstrate his maturity before the 
entire congregation by assuming a role in the proceed
ing that could never have been his the week before. 
Here he has the opportunity to summon the people to 
bless the Lord with him as he prepares to read a re-
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when the Haftorah happens t~ be easier, when: the 
relatives will be back from the country, when the Osten
tatious Manor will be available for his affair, or when 
Mamma's velvet gown will not be prematurely wintery 
or her summery one too rushed for a spring date of 
mitzvos-acceptance. 

And should, perchance, a chap's date of birth coin
cide with the Ninth of Av, the Tenth of Tishrei, or 
some other fast day-or should it fall on a short 
winter-Friday, and should he therefore choose a later, 
more convenient day for celebrating his Bar-Mitzvah, 
he must grace the evening with a dvar Torah to raise 
the level of the revelry to that of a mitzvah feast. In 
other words, the young man's well-memorized words of 
Torah arc not merely a cue for an interrupting song of 
joy, but should serve as the justification and the focal 
point for the entire evening's (or afternoon's) pro
ceedings. 

the young man: "1 have on this day begot you .... " 
How does this compare with the usual Big Day 

preparations? True, the boy has his dimensions taken 
-for his first made-to-measure suit; and poor Mom 
and Dad plumb the bottom of their savings and expand 
the reach of their credit to the ends of the universe to 
make sure their affair will not lack any of the frills or 
finesse of their neighbors' Bar-Mitzvah. They rack 
their brains and flex their memories to recall which 
friends limited them to the ceremony, who included 
them on the kiddush list, and which ones honored them 
with that extra envelope requesting the honor of their 
presence at "the hall." ("/ really don't care if Feivel 
does come, but then we'll have to go to Hartford for 
.his Shmelkc's Bar-Mitzvah, and who has koyach to 
schlepp to Connecticut?"). 

And the Bar-Mitzvah boy? His impeccable appear
ance, his praise, his mastery of the sedrah and his 
speech will reflect the glory of those who on that day 
will thrill to call him their son, their tsatskeh- their 
ornament. And they will on that day wear him proudly 
like an ornament to grace their social attainment and 
general prestige. 

quired portion of the Torah. (Too often, the young lad 
will select for himself the final aliyah, the Maftir-that 
portion that brings with it the reading of the llaftorah 
-. -that portion that he could just as well have been 
summoned to read the previous week, or even the 
previous year, when he was still a minor!) 

The preferable date for this aliyah- this rising to 
the occasion of being called to the Torah-would be 
the day of Torah reading closest to his thirteenth birth-



d~y~ven a· Monday or a Thutsday. Iri ·the words of 
an ad that runs in various periodicals, "even a weekday 
Bar-Mitzvah can be a meaningful occasion!" 

Reading of the Torah and leading the davening from 
the amud are further proofs of the performer's right 
to lead the congregation-his maturity. Although one 
might quibble over the relative value of scores of hours 

W HEN IT'S ALL OVER, and the last rekidah 
is danced, the last telegram read, and the last 
genuine cowhide wallet unwrapped; when the 

final tally is made to see if the debits were exceeded 
by the credits, or if the affair was a failure; what re
mains with the Bar-Mitzvah bachur? 

To be sure, he will compare notes with his pals and 
classmates during recess, and even though A vi had 
more people at his kiddush, Berl's smorgasbord was 
unbeatable, and Chaim had the most photographs in 
his memory album, he had the least ball-point pens 
for gifts, and the most expensive suit of all. 

Second time around, the boys compare whose speech 

I N WARSAW OF 1838, the author of the Chemdas 
Shlomo issued a joint decree with the Rebbe Reb 
Yitzchok of Vourke, imposing a limitation on how 

much could be spent on a Bar-Mitzvah or wedding 
celebration-all in accordance with the amount the 
father of the celebrants paid in communal taxes. A 
similar rabbinical ordinance limited the oppulence of 
simchas in the Maharal's Prague of the sixteenth cen
tury. 

It would be wonderful if yeshivas could work out a 
similar formula vis-a-vis the tuition being paid for the 
.Bar-Mitzvah bachur, but it is difficult to conceive of 
such a scheme working in today's Kehilla-less com
munity. What, however, is to refute the justification 
of local charities from saying to the father of the Bar
Mitzvah boy: "Invite our institution to your simcha! 
Allow us one seat at each of your tables. Are you 
inviting 0ne hundred couples to your affair? Lovely! 
That means twenty tables .... Do give us twenty seats 
at your affair, or at least a contribution of equivalent 
value. Then you will truly make your celebration a 
.simche shel mitzvah, and all the unfortunates of Israel 
will for a moment forget their sorrows and rejoice with 
you." 

This would either lighten the fund-raising burden of 
the tzedokos, or reduce some of the ill-placed opu-

··' : .. · .. · 

pf preparation borrowed from vafoable school study-'
a loan seldom repaid-this could only be a disgruntled 
principal's lamentation, and this ritual had best be al-
lowed to stand on its obvious virtues of being intrinsic 
to the Bar-Mitzvah celebration, and representing valu
able skills well-learned that can be put to use on other 
occasions. 

took longest, who missed Yeshiva the greatest number ·· 
of days for shopping and fittings, and who was excused 
from the most homework and tests in deference to the 
pre-Bar-Mitzvah load. 

At the third session, the notes compared deal with 
who was coolest, who was most frantic, and who sur
prised the folks the most. 

Poor boys! They never compare notes on who was · · · 
most "orphaned" because Father had to work overtime 
and Mother had to assume part-time employment to 
make the ends of affluance meet; and they never learn 
to recognize the absence of the mitzvah theme from the 
Bar-Mitzvah day festivities. 

Jenee of the affairs that are supposed to celebrate the 
introduction of a Jewish boy to our sacred traditions, 
and yet have in many ways exemplified a dramatic 
break with the spirit and practice of these very same 
sacred traditions. 

#/'OR de 
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R. Avraham Grozinsky · '2"~1 

MID OS 
The Measure of a Man 

A Translation 

The Mussar Movement, associated with R. Yisroel 
Salanter and his followers is still a closed book to most 
English-speaking Jews. It projected the desire to re
vitalize the spiritual life of the Jew and return to a 
primary position in Jewish life an active concern for 
the ethical base of Torah in man's relationship to his 
fellow man and to his G-d. 

It developed its own vocabulary, though the words 
and concepts were drawn from classical sources and 
represented no innovation in Jewish religious phi
losophy. 

The following is a statement of the axioms of Mussar 
by R. Avraham Grozinsky, translated freely from the 
original Hebrew. In order to retain in translation some 
of the flavor of Mussar, and to avoid the use of English 
words which do not fully transmit the depth of the 
Hebrew terms, we have retained some of the basic 
Hebrew words. For those not familiar with these con
cepts, we list them with a brief attempt to convey their 
full meaning. 

MUSSAR: While the word connotes rebuke, it was 
used by R. Yisroel to describe a life-long program of 
self-rebuke based on a constant examination and 
awareness of the forces which motivate one's behavior, 
in the light of the imperatives of Torah. The traditional 
Sifrai Mussar such as Chovos Hulevovos and Mesilas 
Y esharim are the textbooks used in conjunction with 
the techniques evolved by R. Yisroel and his followers. 
lt is interesting to note in this context that the Mishnah 
Brurah ( Orach Chaim l : 12, quoting the Birkei Y osef 
and the Chayai Odom) makes it obligatory to set aside 
a specific time each day for the study of Sifrai Mussar, 
an embodiment of the Mussar approach in halacha. 

MlDOS: The word mido means measure (plural
midas) and here refers to traits of character as reflected 
in one's behavior. While one's midas, as the author 

The need for improving one's midos must take prece
dence over revising man's actual behavior, for it is the 
midas which account for his behavior. The good and 
the evil that men do emanate from an inner drive which 
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indicates, may not testify to the degree of the indi
vidual's observance of Torah, they are ultimately the 
measure of his inner spiritual potential. There are 
negative and positive midos. Among the negative midos 
arc ka'as (anger), gavo (conceit), kino (jealousy). 
The positive include anivus (humility) , ahavas habrios 
(love of people) and chesed lovingkindness. While 
in Western society these traits are considered fixed 
manifestations of one's personality or character, in the 
Mussar (Torah) tradition they arc the crucial factors 
in determining where a man stands in his relationship 
with his G-d. The heart is referred to as the seat of 
man's midos. 

TIKUN HAMIDOS: The term describing man's efforts 
to repair or revise his traits of character which are 
'either native to him or have been acquired as a result 
of an on-going behavioral pattern. It was the major 
purpose of the Mussar movement to guide the Jew in 
determining his faults and seeking the means for re
moving them. 

SHOCHAD: "Do not take a bribe" (shachad) the 
Torah commands, "for shachad will blind the eyes of 
the wise .... " Rashi explains that even if the recipient 
of the bribe intends to be objective regardless of the 
bribe, his outlook is irreparably distorted. Our author 
uses the term shochad to refer to the conscious and 
subconscious drives which color a man's thinking and 
impair his vision in looking at himself, unless he is 
prepared to undertake the regimen of introspection 
which Mussar makes possible and which the Torah 
demands. 

SHLAIMUS: Literally, "completeness," it refers to 
the Jew's life-long search for perfection in his relation
ship with G-d and in his relationships with his fellow 
men. In Mussar it would be the end preduct of Tikun 
Hamidos. 

comes from the heart. As our Sages have expressed it, 
The heart desires-and the limbs of the body react 
accordingly. 

Even the power of speech, which gives man a status 
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higher than other Jiving creatures, functions only on 
the basis of the meditations of the heart. As the Sages 
put it, The mouth is the pen of the heart. 

In this light, it is inconceivable that the tikun of 
man's behavior should come before the tikun of the 
source of this behavior, the heart and the midos. While 
it is possible at times for man to momentarily overcome 
his heart's wishes, it can only be a temporary victory 
of passing significance, for in a short while the natural 
inclinations will again take control. This is clearly so 
since the heart is the moving force and this force has 

I N ORDER TO FlND an acceptable yardstick for 
man's midos, we must first state a specific and a 
general rule. It must first clearly be established 

that midas do not enter into the heart as a result of 
isolated acts, but only as a result of constant repetition 
over a period of years. Repetition has the power to 
effect basic changes in man, because ultimately the 
repeated behavioral patterns will become part of his 
very nature, even more so if the repeated acts are sup
ported by a powerful desire of the heart. These patterns 
will become so much part of man's soul that he can 
no longer easily change them. 

(The alcoholic, for example, may still have the power 
to resist taking a drink, but he must expend vastly 
greater amounts of energy to do so, than the non-addict. 
-trans.) 

To change these midos which have become so much 
part of the man, requires a great deal of self-study and 
the investment of vast amounts of energy. The man 
who wishes to change his midos must be prepared to 
forcibly repeat the desirable act at least as many times 
as he committed the evil act. Such a monumental 

MAN REFUSES TO SEE his faults. Even when 
he succeeds in pin-pointing them, he immediate
ly finds an assortment of ready answers for his 

conduct, thereby mitigating his guilt. It means nothing 
to him that better and greater men than he are afflicted; 
shame prevents him from admitting bis shortcomings, 
not only to others but even to himself. As has been 
said, Whichever path a man chooses, he manages to 
find it to be r1roper, i.e., whatever he docs, says, or 
thinks, he is prepared to justify. Has not the Torah 
said that "shochad makes the clever blind" even the 
shochad which is always with us, in our hearts. And 
certainly, when it comes to seeing one's total self, it is 
not merely some isolated shochad that keeps us from 
seeing the true image, but the shochad of his entire ego 

(i?iv "'.'lN,,il). 

This all-encompassing shochad of man's total self, 

not been changed at all. 
Only that man can achieve a lasting tikun who has 

uchieved a change of heart from whence most all action 
flows. The Rambam anticipated this fact and says in 
Hilchos T'shuvah (Perek 7, Halocha 3): 

Just as man must repent for transgressions which 
involve action, so must he search his soul for evil 
tendencies and repent for feelings of anger, hatred, 
jealousy, and the pursuit of material gain, for these 
sins are more severe than those which involve action. 

effort is required for every one of his midos and it is 
therefore wise to begin while there is yet time; before 
the accumulation of habitual acts of wrong-doing take 
such exaggerated proportions as to make it impossible 
for him to check them. 

Identifying the faulty midas and expending the 
energy needed to execute their change is not something 
one can readily accomplish. Desire alone is of no avail 
without the pre-requisite of recognition that something 
is wrong. This recognition-that one lacks certain de
sirable midas and has others that are undesirable-is 
not readily achieved. No man is willing to admit, even to 
himself, that he lacks anything good. i~1;; ':ilN: :iiiv C1N 

(Just as a man may not give testimony concerning a 
close relative, since he cannot be objective, so too is 
he disqualified from giving testimony concerning him
self), and it is therefore difficult for him to discover 
even minor faults within himself-even such faults that 
can easily be rectified-for he refuses to admit that his 
self-esteem is unwarranted, his righteousness is illusory, 
and his "good heart" is not really so good. 

leads man to believe that he is all-righteous and his 
behavior most proper. This will certainly blind man's 
intellect. 

This shochad can create tremendous upheavals; a 
man can arrive at the absurd conclusion that all the 
evil within him ... is the epitomy of good; and all 
that is good in his fellow . . . is actual1y evil. Man's 
refusal to bare himself makes self-appraisal utterly dffi
cult for him. 

Man's self-esteem can mislead him in yet another 
manner. It will appear to him that the most desirable 
path is for him to examine only his finer midos. This 
dangerous possibility is deceptive, since without care
fully examining his better qualities together with his 
weaknesses, he achieves only superficiality, and in all 
likelihood he will discover only those weaknesses which 
are most obvious; gloss over them; and involve himself 
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in making peace . with . his ·shortcomings, rather than 
rooting them out. 

Recognition of the dynamics of the soul (ll7!:llil nim::i) 
will bring man to apply himself vigorously to the prob
lem, for by recognition of the problem generally, and 

.. by its application to himself, he will begin to see his 
shortcomings and weaknesses, a realization that will 

· stirr him in a most remarkable way. Yet his natural 
.·.self-esteem will keep him from focusing too sharply 
on the evil within him which he has suddenly become 
aware of. The good and evil which wrestle within him, 
will both try to prove to him that he is the Odam 
Hasholaim, the complete man, with nary a shortcoming 

·· or blemish. Not only will he be proud of the greatness 
and shlaimus he has achieved in comparison with 
others, but he will demand of others-at times of the 
whole world-that they be subservient to him. 

. On the other hand, the goodness within him will 
draw him to the love of shlaimus. Man has a natural 
love for nobility, a love for things above the simple 

BOOK REVIEW 
THE BRILLIANT AND TRAGIC LIFE OF w. M. HAFFKINE, 

BACTERIOLOGIST, by Selman A. Waksman (Rutgers 
University Press, 1964, $3.75) 

If we can use the word "tragic" in connection with the 
life of Waldemar Mordechai Haffkine, it must refer 

··first and foremost to the fact that he has been so readily 
forgotten. Haffkine had a message of even greater 

·· significance for mankind than his scientific achieve
ments, great though these were; yet the world passed 
him by without paying heed. 

The present volume represents a labor of love-a 
very well-executed effort to establish Haffkine's im

.. mense contribution to world health, through the devel
opment of cholera and plague vaccines, and to pay 
tribute to a deeply idealistic, gentle and self-sacrificing 
personality. Professor Waksman states incidentally, 
that "although Haffkine was brought up without much 
religious training in his childhood and youth, he be
came deeply religious toward the end of his life. He 
went so far as to embrace Orthodoxy" (p. 80). Pro
fessor Waksman ascribes this development to the fact 
that as a student Haffkine experienced Russian oppres
sion of the Jews at first hand and was, in fact, per
secuted as a member of a Jewish self-defense league; 
"the incident left a deep impression upon him and 
served to explain his later attachment to his people and 
his religion" (p. 6). 
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and the routine, as it is said, "And the soul is not 
filled," and the Rabbis explain, "To what is this simi
lar? to a peasant who married a princess; should he 
bring her anything in the world, it would mean nothing 
to her; and why? because she is from the upper sphere." 
(Kohelis Rabosi 6.) 

Man's desire to elevate himself is innate, by the na
ture of his creation; and this desire motivates both the 
tzadik and the roshoh. Yet man's love for the sublime 
will drive him to be sublime himself, and to achieve 
complete shlaimus. 

This striving for shlaimus (if man does not push it 
aside by submitting to his inclination to self-esteem and 
believing that he has already reached a desirable level, 
or accepting the illusion that he is naturally good and 
needs no tikunim), will give him no rest. This strong 
impulse will spur him on to perpetual efforts; to tikun 
after tikun, till he will satisfy the drive for complete 
shlaimus. 

THIS REVIEWER BEGS TO DIFFER. THE INCIDENT IN 

question undoubtedly strengthened Haffkine's attach
irnent to his people (he himself stated, in later years, 
that he never had forgotten his people's sufferings in 
Russia); but it does not account for the growth of his 
profound religious loyalty. Likewise, I believe that 
Professor Waksman misses a crucial point when he 
considers Haffkine's professional retirement at the age 
of fifty-four as the end of his active life, and seems to 
sec the remaining sixteen years devoted to the support 
of Torah study and institutions in Eastern Europe as 
merely the declining years of a man seeking seclusion 
and obscurity. During his years of "retirement" Haffkine 
involved himself most intimately in many matters af
fecting the welfare of the Jewish people-such as the 
securing of Jewish rights in the 1919 peace treaties, the 
protection of shechitah, and the work of the Alliance 
Israelite Universe/le. Yet it is interesting, that when 
he visited Russian Jewry in 1926 on behalf of the 
Alliance, his constant concern was with the religious 
situation-to the point where he openly remonstrated 
with the Jewish Communist officials. Likewise, the 
enthusiasm of his early years for political Zionism and 
Chovevei Zion cooled off completely; instead he be
came completely absorbed in his work for yeshivas. 

The truth is that to Haffkine his ancestral faith was 
not merely a bond uniting him with his suffering breth
ren, or an incidental concern when he laid down his 
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s~ientific tools. Jt may be hard. for Profe~sor Waksman 
to see this-but for Haffkine the sufferings of his peo
ple, his own personal troubled life, and above all, his 
deepened scientific insight combined to make his re
ligion increasingly the central content of his life. Greater 
than Haffkine's scientific discoveries wa<> his discovery 
of the significance of his Jewishness. 

"Alone of all religious and philosophic concep
tions of man, the faith which binds together the 
Jews has not been harmed by the advance of 
research, but on the contrary has been vindicated 
in its profoundest tenets. . . . Science is being 

. brought to recognize in the universe the existence 
of one power which is of no beginning and no 

. end; which has existed before all things were 
formed and will remain in its integrity when all is 
gone; the source and origin of all, in itself beyond 
any conception or image that man can form and 
set up before his eye or mind; while all things 
perceivable as matter and form are subjected to 
his enquiry and designs. 

"This sum total of the scientific discoveries of 
all lands and times is an approach of the world's 
thought to our Adon Olam, the sublime chant by 
means of which the Jew has wrought and will 
further work the most momentous changes in the 
world. As immutable as is his religious philos
ophy, so immutable are the canons of morality 
which he has been contending for throughout the 
ages and is contending for now. Truly, no law 
of nature operates with more fatality and pre
cision than the law according to which those com
munities survive in the strife for existcm.:e Lhut 
conform the nearest to the Jewish teachings on 
the relation of man to his Creator; on the order
ing of time for work and rest; on the formation 
of families and the duties of husband and wife, 
parents and children; on the paramount obliga
tions of truthfulness and justice between neighbor 
and neighbor and to the stranger within the gates. 
By dint of endless trials and failures, the Nations 
are coming to recognize in the Commandments 
handed down to them by the Jews the only possi
ble foundation of a prosperous and orderly life" 
(from W. M. Haffkine, A Plea for Orthodoxy, 

· reprinted in The Jewish Library, Vol. l, p. 346). 

This Jewish mission H affkine clearly came to recog
nize; to it he dedicated his own life. Seeing the ob-

· stacles to the perpetuation of traditional Jewish edu~ 
cation, convinced that the future of the Jew depended 
upon his maintenance of his sacred traditions, he threw 
himself wholeheartedly into efforts to promote Torah 
education. That as a man of science, living most of 
his life away from Jews, Haffkine came to these pro
found convictions-therein lies the real message of his 
life for our time. 
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SECOND LOOKS 
at the Jewish Scene 

Design for Destiny 
Our attention was called recently 

. to an article which appeared 1n the 
. Winter 1965 issue of the United 
Synagogue Review, an official organ 
of Conservatism. Above the title of 
the article, Design for Destiny, we 

· read: 
BORN TO SUCCI\SSION JN A LINE 

OF HASSIDTC RABBIS, HE GRAVITAT

ED NATURAJ.LY TOWARD CONSER

VATIVE .JUDAISM ANP REVEALS HOW 

HE FOUND FULFILLMENT WHEN HE 

SUBSTITUTED 

DESIGN FOR DESTINY. 
In a style reminiscent of the mis

sionary pamphlets one is handed in 
the streets or finds in subway trains 
and buses, the article tells of a 
chassidic Jew, "son of one rebbe, 
grandson of two others, great-grand
son of a fourth," who finds himself 
"as much at home here (in a Con-

. servative temple,) as 1 was in my 
father's shtibel forty years ago." 

The hero of the story who "sub
stituted Design for Destiny" (the 
author never makes clear the nature 
of this substitution) "had often 
passed the imposing facade (sic) 
of the Rego Park Jewish Center, 
and, on an impulse, went there to 
attend services." His conversion was 
quick. the author tells us: "at once 
he was impressed. There was an 
atmosphere of Jewishness in whose 
embrace he felt immediately and 
comfortably at homt:." 

What was it that attracted our 
hero to Conservatism; what did he 
find in the Jewish Center that he 
could not find in an Orthodox schul? 

T have always understood Or
thodoxy to teach that only he is 
a good Jew who observes all the 
commandments. . . . Conserva
tive Judaism, as T understand it, 
is not exclusionary. My Orthodox 
teachers told me: You must 
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climb the mountain to its peak; 
otherwise you are nowhere. Con
servative Judaism teaches me: 
Climb as high as you can. If you 
truly climb, you are bound to 
reach the peak ultimately, but 
you are a Jew no matter how 
high you reach. 
We don't know who this gentle

men "s teachers were. We cannot 
conceive of a competent Jewish 
teacher, certainly not a Chasidishe 
Rebbe, teUing a student: "You must 
climb the mountain to its peak; 
otherwise you are nowhere," which 
is an absurd reversal of Torah 
teaching. In the tradition of the 
unscrupulous pamphleteer, our hero 
sets up a straw man and proceedes 
with great gusto to cast him to the 
ground. 

What else did he find in Conser
vatism? "But of all my synagogue 
activities I love the youth work 
best. .. . I know of no synagogue 
in the country that earmarks as high 
a percentage of its budget for youth 
work as we (the Jewish Center of 
Kew Garden Hills) do-a full ten 
percent- and it pays off." He fur
ther boasts that his synagogue has 
"a Saturday afternoon class in 
Mishnah" and goes on to say, "But 
I get much more from my syna
gogue. Orthodox Judaism has al
ways taught that derech eretz-re
spel:t, rt:ctitmfo, ethical values, in
tegrity- takes priority over study 
and learning. In Conservative con
gregations I have found just such 
derech eretz. I have found beauty." 

But . . . the transition was not 
always easy: "When I first saw 
family (i.e. , mixed, ed.) seating in 
the synagogue. l was a little taken 
aback, but I found it acceptable. 
Something far more important takes 
place when I see my rabbi standing 

at the door of the synagogue after 
Sabbath services to bid the worship
pers a Shabbat Shalom. Then I have 
the feeling that I am observing a 
major philosophical trend in action. 
It is symbolic of the rabbinate for
saking its lofty position above the 
heads of the masses, where people 
must laboriously make their way if 
they want contact with spiritual 
leadership, and going to the down
to-earth level where people live, 
there to meet them, mingle with 
them, share their Jewish experi
ence." 

After reading this article, a mem
ber of our staff tried to get an 
appointment with the "down-to
earth rabbi" of one of the large 
Conservative centers, and the con
versation went something like this. 

"I'd like to speak to the rabbi 
about a personal matter." 

"Hold on, I'll switch you to his 
office.' 

"Can I help you?" 
'Yes, I'd like to see the rabbi to 

discuss a personal matter." 
"Could you tell me what it's 

about?" 
"No, its highly personal; how 

soon can I see the rabbi?" 
"Well, I'll have to call you back 

to arrange an appointment but the 
rabbi won't see you unless you tell 
me what you want to talk to him 
about." 

Again we are confronted with an 
absurd generality: the Orthodox 
rabbinate takes "a lofty position 
above the heads of the masses" and 
by bringing into the synagogue the 
practice of white American Protes
tantism where the minister stands 
at the door of the church after 
services and exchanges some small 
talk with each parishioner, the spir
itual leader comes "down-to-earth" 
and shares with his people "their 
Jewish experience." 

The article does touch a weak 
point in contemporary Orthodoxy. 
The former Chasid relates his joy 
in finding that there is no conversa
tion "during the service" in the 
Conservative Center, much like the 
atmosphere in his father's shtibel. 



Y ct he conveniently chooses to ig
nore the desecration of Shabbos and 
the constant compromise and vio
lation of basic principles of Torah 
which are the hallmark of the aver
age Conservative temple, and he 
glibly maintains that it is natural 
and logical "that many Orthodox 
Jews have gravitated toward the 
Conservative movement" because 
"they seek a more spacious theater 
of spiritual action." 

So superficial is the approach of 
this 'convert' to Conservatism, that 
we would have preferred to ignore 

it; where it not for the fact that this 
type of article goes into the homes 
of thousands of Jewish families. 

There is a sour note (or a happy 
ending) to the story. The former 
Chasid's son, who studied in a 
yeshiva, does not share his father's 
enthusiasm for Conservatism; he 
chooses to worship in an Orthodox 
schul. As it is written in the book 
of the sociologist: That which the 
first generation wants to forget, the 
second generation insists on remem
bering. 

"Con1pulsory Religion" 
Those Jews who are convinced 

that Orthodoxy is intimidating the 
free citizens of lsrael refuse to be 
confused by the facts. They bandy 
about a bag full of catch-phrases 
and cliches, among them: "religious 
coercion," "stone-throwers," "ultra
Orthodox fanatics" and "rabbinical 
domination of Israel life." 

Professor Saul Lieberman of the 
Jewish Theological Seminary of 
America has added a new phrase 
to the lexicon of Orthodoxy's antag
onists. In early May he addressed 
the Forum for Judaism and Spirit 
in Tel Aviv, and urged that a modus 
vivendi be found to enable Jews 
committed to Torah and those who 
have rejected Torah to live together 
in peace. According to The New 
York Times (May 30), Lieberman 
cited "compulsory religion" in Israel 
as the major obstacle to peace. 

Now just what is "compulsory 
religion"? Has a single case been 
reported in Israel of a citizen who 
was forced, against his will, to wear 
tefilin? Have representatives of the 
rabbinate burst into a man's home 
and compelled him to desist from 
eating tarfus or smoking a cigar on 
Shabbos? Logically, it would re
quire that kind of situation to prop
erly charge that "compulsory re
ligion" is being foisted on unwilling 
citizens of Israel. 

The Orthodox antagonist will of 
course fall back on the fact that 
personal status, foat is marriage 

and divorce, is under the jurisdic
tion of the rabbinate. and in some 
cities local ordinances restrict travel 
on the Shabbos. Let us take them 
one at a time. Israeli Jaw, passed 
by the Knesset, a secular body, de
crees that the traditional Jewish 
practices governing marriage and 
divorce constitute the law of the 
land and consequently bind every 
Jewish citizen. In the state of Con
necticut, the constitution declares 
that all marriages outlawed by the 
"Old Testament" are illegal in that 
state. ls this "compulsory religion," 
or is it rather a Biblical influence 
manifest in the secular law of a 
state? We know of no objection 
raified to the Connecticut law, even 
by the purist American Civil Liber
ties Union or the ultra-purist Amer
ican Jewish Congress. Would Pro
fessor Lieberman, who in his talk 
bemoaned the division of Israeli 
Jews into religious and non-religious 
groups, suggest that marriage laws 
of Israel be repealed, an action that 
would create an even more <langer
ous split among Israeli Jews? 

As to the various Shabbos laws, 
does not every nation which has a 
religious tradition legislate some 
measure of public recognition for 
their own Sabbath as a day of rest? 
While Orthodox Jews have sought 
protection against discriminatory 
aspects of blue laws, there has been 
no questioning of the right of a 
society to restrict certain communal 
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activities on their Sabbath. 

.· 

Before the latest catch-phrase 
"compulsory religion" becomes part 
of the arsenal of anti-Orthodox pro
pagandists, we suggest they find an 
instance where it exists in lsrael. 
We suspect, however, that we will 
hear more about "compulsory re
ligion" in Israel from those who 
have in the past stubbornly refused 
to permit themselves to be confused 
by the facts. 
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Desecration in Israel abuses now sanctioned by . the law . .. 
··Last month, Rabbi Menachem 
Porush, Aguda member of the Knes
set, renewed the demand that a law 
be approved by the Knesset which 
would clearly provide that a) in 
the absence of express permission 
from the family, no post-mortem 
procedures would be allowed and 
b) any violaters would be severely 
punished. "Since 1953," Rabbi 
Porush told the Knesset, "when the 
law of Anatomy and Pathology was 
passed, we have been pointing out 
its shortcomings. Four years ago 
the Minister of Health appointed a 
public commission composed of 
halachic authorities and medical 
authorities to resolve this problem. 
The delay in issuing their report 
has added to the abuses . ... " 

· The human being is holy, having 
been created in the image of G-d. 
The human body is holy in life ... 
and in death. When the body is 
left lifeless, the Torah commands 
that it should be returned to the 
earth intact. 

Under American law it is recog
nized that just as in life nothing may 
be done to the body of a human 
being without his own consent or 
that of his family, so too in death, 
the body may not be subject to any 
post-mortem operation without the 
express wish of the family, except 
in rare cases prescribed by the law 
itself. 

In Israel, strangely enough, where 
traditional J e w i s h sensitivities 
should be most honored, the weak
ness of the law which supposedly 
regulates autopsy procedure, has 
made possible the most horrible 

· · and scandalous violations of Kovod 
·· Hamais, the dignity which is due 
to the dead. 

Without permission of the family 
human bodies of people who have 
died in Israel's hospitals are re
turned to the families for burial in 
the most unspeakable manner. Often 

· · organs are removed and replaced 
with waste materials; eyes have been 
removed and replaced with artificial 
ones, in an attempt to conceal the 
disfigurment from the anxious 
family. 

The situation has become so dis
turbing in recent months that mem
bers of the Chevra Kadisha who 
prepare the body for burial in ac
cordance with Torah law, have 
themselves concealed from the be
reaved families the gruesome state 
of the body, in order to save them 
further pain and anguish. 

At a recent conclave of Chevra 
Kadisha officials, these facts were 
made public in a desperate effort to 
stop this desecration of the dead. 
Religious and non-religious Jews 
alike were shocked at the utter dis-
regard for human dignity by hos
pital officials and medical personnel. 
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In many instances bodies and 
parts of bodies never attain Kever 
Yisroel, the basic right of every 
Jew that his body be buried in the 
hallowed ground of a Jewish ceme
tery, a right Jews have had to fight 
for in other lands. Chevra Kadisha 
personnel have had to resort to all 
sorts of devious techniques to assure 
the release of bodies before they are 
desecrated. In this country, by 
contrnst, even when autopsy may 
be indicated by law, a rabbi or a 
member of the family will have rel
atively no difficulty in arranging for 
the release of a body without post
mortem operation, when the religi
ous objections are explained to the 
responsible officials. 

For fifteen years Agudath Israel 
has raised a lone voice in the Knes
set demanding a new autopsy law 
which would do away with the 

Certainly a basic Jewish concept 
honored in other lands, should be 
at least equally honored in the State 
of Israel. 

"An Essential Tool" 
The Conference of Presidents of 

Major Jewish Organizations - the 
clever use of the word "major" 
takes care of those Jewish groups 
who do not choose to partieipate
has set up a special committee on 
the Jewish Telegraphic Agency. The 
Conference has declared the J. T. 
A. an "important instrumentality" 
and has recommended that it "be 
strengthened as much as possible by 
means of subscriptions and grants 
wherever feasible." 

The chairman of the special com
mittee, George Maislen, who is pres
ident of the United Svnagogue of 
America (Conservative) has asked 
members of the Conference to re
view their relationship with J. T. A. 
which his committee's report de
scribed as "an essential tool for 
Jewish leadership in our time." 

Mr. Maislen and his colleagues 
of the "Presidents Club." as the 
group is popularly known, should 
ponder the words of a former man
aging editor of the United Synagogue 
Review in the chapter on "The Jew-

ish Press" in The Religious Press in 
America (Holt, Rinehart and Win
ston.) Speaking of the shortcomings 
of the Jewish press, David W. Sil
verman writes: 

. . . It is almost impossible to 
secure a comprehensive account 
of newsworthy Jewish religious 
events. . . . The major Jewish 
news agency, the Jewish Tele
graphic Agency ... lr woefully 
inefficient with regard to news of 
Jewish religious institutions. Be
cause of its .financial dependence 
upon the Jewish Agency, Amer
ican Section, items about Israel 
and Z ionist affairs receive top 
priority in ordering the flow of 
available news. The raising of 
communal funds for relief and 
rehabilitation would seem to be 
the main business and spiritual 
armature of American Jews. 

The committee is correct in de
scribing J. T. A. as "an essential 
tool," but they might want to exam
ine further what the tool is being 
used for. 
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A Double Standard ·. · _ .•.. 
The League for Shabbos in the 

troubled city of Natzeret Alit has 
issued a protest against the latest 
outrage of Mayor Mordecai Allon. 
On the eve of May 1st, the inter
national socialist holiday which has 
almost been forgotten in America 
but still lingers on in Israel, Allon 
issued a call for all workers to par
ticipate in the festivities, and warned 
religious workers, according to the 

· League's charges, that failure to at
. tend could result in the loss of their 
· jobs. 

There was more involved for the 
religious workers than simply par
ticipating in a political activity 
which was repugnant to them; May 
1st this year fell on a Shabbos. 
.· One hardly need point out that 
there was no protest by Israeli pro
ponents of religious freedom, nor 
was there a demand for debate in 
the Knesset. 

* * * 
The growing religious population 

One of Israeli's morning newspa"' 
pers recently published a letter from 
the Arab mayor of Nazareth. The 
mayor complained that lsraeli girls 
and women coming into the city 
were frequently immodestly dressed 
and citizens of Nazareth found this 
offensive. 

The newspaper agreed with the 
mayor and added their own words 
of criticism of visitors who fail to 
respect the sensitivities of the local 
populace. Israel's secular press has 
been hardly so kindly disposed to 
the sensitivities of, for example, 
Jews in Meah Shearim, who are 
offended by the behavior of visitors 
in their quarter. We have grown 
accustomed to the double standard 
exercised by the nations of the 
world in relationship to Jews. It is 
sad that Jews should now exercise 
a douhle standard in relationship to 
other Jews. 
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of Natzeret Alit is still without a 
·central schul in spite of their con
stant demands. 

Israel's Art Museum 

The Israel Information Service in 
New York reported on April 30, in 
News from Israel, their bi-weekly 
newsletter that: 

". . . 12,000 Israeli Arab Mos
lems in Nazareth turned out re
cently to welcome . . . the Min-

.. ister of Religious Affairs, when 
he paid an official visit to the 
Mosque of Peace, which is being 
built in the city with the aid of 
the Israel Government ... a new, 
more spacious mosque to supple
ment their old house of prayer 
. . . which can no longer accom
modate the growing number of 
worshippers. The Ministry of 
Religious Affairs has so far con
tributed a total of $50,000 to the 
overall construction cost of 
$133,000." 

A week·day Bar Mitzvah, 
either with or without Krias 
Hatorah, can be an inspir
inCJ experience and . will 

avoid Chilul Shabbos. 

The London Jewish Chronicle re
ports that sponsors of the newly
dedicated Israel National Museum 
had great fears concerning the re
action of religious circles in view of 
the statuary which is a prominent 
feature of the museum. In order 
not to mar the festivities, inquiries 
were made to determine the halachic 
position on "graven images." To the 
great relief of museum officials, two 
recent rabbinic rulings were un
earthed which allegedly would ne
gate "the well-known sensitivity of 
the rabbinate." 

One of the rulings cited was by 
"Rabbi Naziv (sic), who headed the 
Talmudic Center of Volozin ... 
the author of a study on the Second 
Commandment; and the other by 
the late Chief Rabbi Herzog . . . 
who gave permission for the Knes
set to display . . . a monumental 
menorah with relief :figures carved 
on it. . .. " 

It is neither our purpose nor our 
competence to pass judgment on the 

validity of the citations. It would 
appear, however, that the Chief 
Rabbis were not impressed with the 
halachic scholarship of the museum 
curators since they were not present 
at the opening. The Chronicle itself 
sadly admits that "there is still un
certainty . . . about human figures 
executed by Jewish artists." 

- :·,,. 

<·· . 
However, Orthodox concern goes 

deeper than objection to the statuary 
in the Billy Rose Gardens. 

-· --·· .. 

Several years ago the Jewish 
community of America was asked 
to contribute funds for the erection 
of a replica of the Statue of Liberty 
in Haifa harbor. After all, can a 
state really be a democracy without 
a Statue of Liberty? (Of course, 
Great Britain, and even France, the 
donor of the Statue have managed 
to maintain some semblance of de
mocracy.) The plan was quietly 
abandoned when Jews did not rush 
to their checkbooks to underwrite 
that gimmick. 

... . ... 
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.l3ut a national art museum, this 
is another story. Every struggling 
young "have-not" republic yearns to 
emulate the well-established "have" 
nations. This gimmick brought a 
better response; wealthy Jewish art 
collectors responded to the call to 
remove the shame of the State of 
Israel which did not have a national 
museum. When things bogged down 
a bit, a top government official was 
hastily assigned to get the show on 
the road, and the museum opened 
on time. 

The Israel Art Museum is most 
symbolic; but it does not represent 
the eternity of the Jewish people. 
Quite the contrary, it is the latest 
attempt, subconscious perhaps, to 
obliterate the uniqueness of the 
Jewish people as a nation apart 
from the nations; a uniqueness 
which Ludwig Lewisohn maintained 
could best be expressed in the Ger
man word Einmalikeit. 

What a glorious manifestation of 
Jewish dignity it would have been 
had Israel remained a nation bereft 
of a national art museum. How 
wonderfully would the eternity of 
the Jewish people have been served 
if the vast resources expended on 
the Museum had been used to teach 
Torah to Israeli youth. What a great 
contribution it would have been to 
Israel's well-being and security as 
well, had the Jewish past been en
shrined in the hearts of Israel's 
youth rather than in a glass cage. 

Jews who have rejected Torah 
have been crying of late that "we are 
losing our youth," they are becom
ing alienated from Jewish cultural 
and ethical values. We want to be 
like everyman, but how we suffer 
and cry when we arc stricken by 
the sicknesses of everyman. 
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Rabbinical Conventio1is 
A new pattern appears to be 

developing in American religious 
Jewish life. Early each summer the 
Rabbinical Council of America 
(Orthodox) holds its convention in 
dose proximity to the convention 
of the Rabbinical Assembly (Con
servative). The 'Jewish expert' of 
The New York Times reports brief 
snatches of the discussions, choosing 
those that the respective leaders arc 
most anxious to 'make the Times.' 
The Yiddish Day-Jewish Journal 
sends its correspondents to each 
convention and reports in greater 
detail the convention deliberations. 
Readers of The Times get a con
tro1led report, while Day-Jewish 
Journal readers get a somewhat 
more objective report. When the 
reports arc in, The Times becomes 
the arena for an exchange of 
blows, recriminations and rabbinical 
threats. The warm weather sets in; 
and everyone stretches out under a 
tree and goes to sleep. At the end 
of August, everyone is back at the 
old stand, and business goes on as 
usual, the early-summer battles for
gotten like the scorching tempera
tures of July. 

So far, the pattern this year has 
been the same, with the exception 
that both conventions took place at 
the same time and so the front page 
of the Day-Jewish Journal resem
bled a battle-page with the editor 
obviously exercising care to give 
'both sides' equal coverage and 
cquaUy good placement on the page. 

Rabbi Israel Miller, president of 
the R. C. A. opened the attack by 
charging his colleagues in the Con
servative rabbinate with becoming 
more and more secularist; creating 
"new dinim" and repealing many 
laws and customs Jong accepted by 
traditional Jewry, very much in the 
manner of their Reform colleagues. 
As an example, he cited the recent 
action of a rabbinical group in Pitts
burgh which abolished, for their 
congregations, the second day of 
Y om Tov without being chastised 
by the Rabbinical Assembly. (Con-

servative circles have replied to this 
criticism 'that most of the members 
of that rabbinical body are "Ortho
dox rabbis," or at least were or
dained by Orthodox seminaries.) 
Rabbi Miller referred to a letter in 
the winter 1965 issue of Judaism 
by Jacob Pctuchowski, a Reform 
ideologist who has been critical of 
his own group and has even flirted 
with a variation of belief in Torah 
MiSinai. Chiding a Reform col
league, Petuchowski speculated on 
the reaction of "a Maimonides" who 
might attend a Reform temple serv
ice and "then present . . . the fol
lowing bill of particulars." 

"/ have heard the 23rd Psalm 
read in English in your syna
gogue. But that is precise l y 
what they are doing in Christian 
churches. I have witnessed a Con
firmation ceremony, too. Doesn't 
that very word come from the 
vocabulary of Christianity? ... 
And as to the arguments which 
your Reform Jews presented to 
me in defense of their non-ob
servance of the dietary laws, why 
they could have been straight out 
of the New Testament!" 
Addressing himself to the Con-

servative rabbinate, the president of 
the R. C. A. asked, "Are you with 
us or against us? Are you for the 
survival of the Jewish people, which 
can only be assured through loyalty 
and dedication to Torah and Emu
nah, or do you stand on the other 
side, desiring to reform the Torah 
and thereby destroy the roots of the 
Jewish people." 

The reply of Conservatism came 
even before Miller's charges ap
peared in print. (The conventions 
were held at two Catskill resorts 
and there was a good deal of visiting 
by members of both groups.) The 
Conservative movement was seri
ously considering breaking all ties 
with Orthodox rabbis, since they 
(the Orthodox) refuse to recognize 
the Conservative rabbinate and con
sider Conservatism a threat to Juda
ism, the president of the Rabbinical 



Assembly Dr. Max Routtenberg 
told his group.· He declared that 
Orthodox rabbis "sit with us by 
virtue of some sort of legal-fiction" 
and therefore further participation 
in the Synagogue Council of Amer
ica and in the New York Board of 
Rabbis is "a most uncomfortable 
affair." He hastened to assure his 
listeners that he was not referring 
to the extreme Orthodox "such as 
the Neturai Karta or the Agudas 
Harrabonim" but rather the modern 
Orthodox of the Rabbinical Council. 

An Address by Dr. Zerach Wahr
haftig, Israeli Minister of Religious 
Affairs, and remarks he made to the 
reporter for The New York Times, 
added additional fuel to the fire. 
W ahrhaftig declared that "Conser
vative and Reform Judaism are not 
striking roots in lsrael" and there 
is no room for them in Israel. Moses 
Feuerstein, president of the Union 
of Orthodox Jewish Congregations 
of America. accused Conservatism 
and Reform of seeking to "divide 
and fragmentize the Jewish commu
nity in this country" as well as in 
Israel. These statements appeared 
in The Times on Thursday morning 
and by Friday a joint statement was 
already prepared by four Reform 
and Conservative bodies. The state
ment, which did not appear in The 
Times until Sunday-who reads the 
"Shabbos'' Times?-declared state
ments by Orthodox leaders to be 
"intemporate and distorted" and 
asserted that non-Orthodox Judaism 
was growing in Israel "as large 
numbers of Israelis seek more visi
ble options than a choice between 
rigid Orthodoxy and nothing." Com
pared to the cable of the seven 
organizations, dispatched last year 
to Israel's Prime Minister, which 
criticized Orthodoxy's role in Israel, 
the current statement was more sub
dued and betrayed some sharp bar
gaining between Reform and Con
servatism on the wording of the 
text. 

Perhaps the most dramatic aspect 
of the R. A. conclave, not reported 
by The New York Times, but cov
ered in detail by The Day-Jewish 

Journal, was a confessional by a 
young member of the Conservative 
rabbinate, Samuel Dressner of 
Springfield, Mass. He outlined, with 
biting illustrations, the ·low state of 
morality in Jewish family life and 
the breakdown of religious observ
ance. ln an average Conservative 
congregation, Dressner pointed out, 
with a membership of 400 families, 
one can hardly find four Jews who 
observe the Shabbos. Who is re
sponsible?-Dressner stated, "We 
(are), I and my colleagues who 
have gained a reputation for the 
Conservative rabbinate, for compro
mise and chaos." "What has hap
pened to us," he cried out, "where 
are we going? We are specialists in 
every area, but how one makes a 
Jew, this we do not know." Dress
ner, who received a standing ovation 
from his colleagues, was followed 
to the podium by Dr. Robert Gordis, 
a member of the faculty of the Jew
ish Theological Seminary who as
sured his culleagm:s thal things are 
not quite so bad. Conservative Juda
ism, he said, "is the proper way for 
Jewish religion, the middle path be
tween Orthodoxy and Reform. We 
represent a Judaism which Jives with 
the times." 

Dressner, who obviously was not 
happy with "a Judaism which lives 
with the times" proposed that the 
Conservative rabbinate a d o p t a 
"five-year plan" to educate Jewish 
families to observe Shabbos and 
Kashrus. and to build proper Jewish 
homes. 

As the fury of polemics ends and 
Jews prepare to go to the Catskills 
for more peaceful pursuits, what 
lessons can one glean from the pile 
of releases and newspaper clippings 
which the conventions produced? 

Readers of THE JEWISH OBSERV
ER can almost guess what we have 
to say; but for the record, it must 
be said again-and again-until the 
leaders of the R.C.A. and the R. A. 
will forget about coverage in The 
New York Times and face the real
ities of Jewish life today in the light 
of our past, which is to say, in the 
light of our Torah. 

How tragic that when Orthodox 
rabbis sit with members of the Con
servative rabbinate, it is the Con
servatives who are made "uncom
fortable." How sad that it is they 
who threaten to dissolve the Syna
gogue Council of America and the 
New York Board of Rabbis, be
cause Orthodox participation is 
based "on a legal-fiction." How 
many more releases and joint state
ments and headlines in The New 
York Times will it take to make the 
leadership of the Rabbinical Coun
cil understand that sitting with-in 
their own words-those who threat
en the existence of the Jewish peo
ple, makes them . . . we dare not 
finish the sentence. 

To the Dressners who bemoan 
Chilul Shabbos and the promiscuity 
of Conservatism; to the more than 
three-score newly-admitted members 
of the Rabbinical Assembly who 
were ordained by yeshivas, we say: 
Leave the camp of the compro
misers, of those who compromise 
the eternity of Torah and threaten 
the eternity of the Jewish people; 
leave their camp and come home 
to the Daled Amos Shel Halochoh. 
American Orthodoxy has found the 
way to restore Jewishness to Jewry, 
through study of Torah in our day 
schools and yeshivas. We have 
found the way "to make Jews" and 
to build Jewish homes and Jewish 
family life. 

Western society is today plagued 
by an utter lack of moral, ethical 
or religious standards. Alcoholism, 
drug-addiction and immorality are 
the hallmark of our times. Do we 
need a "Judaism that lives with the 
times," or a Judaism which rejects 
the times and moves with courage 
through the muddiness of our socie
ty toward the coming of the Moshi
ach. This has ever been the choice: 
"Behold 1 place before you life and 
death; CHOOSE LIFE, that you 
may live . . " 

See our 
FREE BOOK OFFER 
on the back cover 
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In answer to a reader's question 
r:: · regarding the West German diplo

matic corps, Parade magazine (May 
9, 1965) writes: 

German ambassadot in London; 
who was a lieutenant colonel in the 
Storm Troops and a prominent Nazi 
Party member; Gerhard Schroeder, 
West Germany's Foreign Minister, 
who "attached himself to the Nazi 
Party and the Storm Troops in 
1933"; Manfred Klaiber, ambassa
dor to Paris, who joined the Naz,i 
Party in 1934; Herbert Blanken
horn, ambassador in Rome, who 
was a Nazi Party member. The 
West German government is replete 
with former Nazis, but in many 
cases these have been the only men 
with enough experience to conduct 
the business of government." (em
phasis ours.) 

~ ""= We are pleased to announce·· .., 

"A number of West German am
bassadors formerly served under 
Hitler and are now representing the 
Bonn regime throughout the world. 
A few are: Walter Weber, West 
German ambassador to Cairo, who 
joined the Nazi diplomatic service 
in 1934; Sigmund von Braun, broth-
er of the rocket scientist and Bonn 
Observer to the UN, who joined the 
Nazi Foreign Office in 1936; Hilger 
von Scherpenberg, ambassador to 

the Vatican, who served Hitler for 
· years; Hasso von Etzdorf, West 
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Lettetza 
u.~ 

EdttM 
Who's Afraid-Me? 

To the Editor: 
Siegmund Forst's article, "Who's 

Afraid-Me?" in your last issue is a 
magnificent analysis of the anguish of 
our society. l have given my copy of 
that issue of THE JEWISH OBSERVER to 
some college student> who occasionally 
come to discuss their problems and un
certainties with me, and they were quite 
shaken by this no-punch-pulling inquiry. 
I would appreciate your sending me 
some additional copies of the issue or 
reprints of Forst's article. 

I also feel that, while Forst is quite 
explicit in the analytical, first part of hi.5 
essay, a Jot more ought to be said on 
the positive side. I believe he has the 
obligation (and the ability) and I hope 
we will see more in this vein from his 
pen; even if his proposed therapy should 
turn out to be as painful as his diagnostic 
probing. 

To the Editor: 

HENRY BlllERFELD 
Montreal, Canada 

Siegmund Forst's "Who's Afraid
Me?' (April 1965) is indeed a penetrat
ing piece of journalism. There is no 
question that, with a comfortable eco· 
nomic base, man's attention is diverted 
to the needs of the spirit. This is true for 
American Jews and it is also applicable 
to Israeli Jews. The serious problem of 
a lack of spiritual and moral awareness 
i5 recognized in Israel by all concerned 
persons. That the Agudath lsrael is 
aware of this is no surprise. But even 
basically secular-minded Jews ... have 
come to recognize the seriousness of a 
society devoid of the traditional influ
ences of Judaism, 

One does not have to agree with Mr. 
Forst when he castigates political in
volvement of Jews in America to accept 
his implication that politics will not serve 
to safeguard Jews. Only a dedication to 
Judaism will. One who runs away from 

·his Jewish obligations cannot possibly be 
the savior of Jews. 

}SRAF.L KOLLER 

Port Arthur, Texas 

The Miracle of Williamsburg 

To the Editor: 
Rahbi Bernard Weinberger's article in 

the last JEWISH OBSERVER gives in a 
very interesting manner a picture of 
Williamsburg and its miraculous develop
ment during the most recent years. There 
are, however, various . . . incomplete
nesses ... 

Though Rabbi Weinberger mentions 
Torah Vodaath, it is not clearly said 
that Torah Vodaath has actually made 
the Jewish Williamsburg, has created 
and paved the basis for today's Jewish 
community of Williamsburg .... Rahbi 
Feihish Mendlowitz '"~T. Rabbi Joel 
Fink 7":n, and the many other men, 
who settled and created the Jewish com
mtmity in Wililamsburg a half century 
ago, were the real founders of this com
munity of today. 

Rabbi Weinberger completely ignores 
in the article the role of Adas Y ereim, 
the . . . "Wiener Shul," played and 
plays in keeping Williamsburg Jewish. 
Long before the Chasidim of Satmar and 
the others came to America with the 
post-war immigration, starting 1938, the 
Vieneese Agud~~ts ;-;ettled as a group in 
Williamsburg, created the Adas Yereim, 
were then joined by hundreds of like
minded Jews and together are now one 
of the largest Kehilos of Williamsburg. 

JOSEPH ZEITLIN 

Brooklyn, N. Y. 

Forgiving Germany 

To the Editor:·· 
l am enclosihg a letter to "Rabbi" 

Asher. Also a summary of the article 
for the benefit of those of your readers 

wiiolmve notseen it. Cfhe two gentle" 
inen know each other personally. Ed.) 

In LOOK magazine of April 20th you 
have published some views regarding our 
attitude to present-day Germany, which 
I feel deserve rebuttal. To enable those 
who have not read your article to get 
the gist of your conclusions, I am sum
marising some quotes from y011r article. 

You commence: "I am a religious Jew 
who grew up in Germany ... yet I feel 
that time has come for those who hate 
Germany and the Germans to take a 
new look at their feelings. Has not the 
time come to forgive? Can we-especial
ly those of us with religious motivations 
-hold all the German people respons
ible for what happened? Can we blame 
a new generation that was not even alive 
in the Hit I er era?" 

To the question of a Germa11 high 
school student: "Is not the ultimate ges
ture of forgivcnness of a wrong. the act 
of forgetting it ever had been perpetrat
ed," the author admits that the question 
troubled him, and he took refuge in the 
following. "I tried to distinguish between 
wrong passing between individuals and 
the evil arising out of a misguided phi
losophy that entrapped a whole nation. 
I said, while the wronged need to muster 
a measure of magnanimity that encom
passes both forgivenness and forgettful
ness, the wrongdoer, by his own choice 
shall not forget his evil deed lest he re
peat it." 

To the question by another student 
whether Asher considered him guilty
the questioner not even having been born 
when all the horror occurred-Asher re
plied, "your question fills me with grent 
sorrow; what could T possibly have said 
or done that could conceivably make you 
feel that J hold you responsible? J too 

LET US HEAR FROM YOU 

The Jewish Observer invites your comments on 
issues discussed in our columns. Letters addressed 
to the Editor should be brief and preferably typed, 
double-spaced, to insure legibility. Letters must be 
signed but the writer's name may be withheld on re
quest. Lengthy letters will be condensed. 

Your reactions are essential to the vitality 
of The Jewish Observer and we earnestly solicit your 
correspondence. 
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must search my heart lest I commit the 
historic error of unending retribution." 

Since your views on how to forget 
and forgive present day Germany have 
achieved national prominence with the 
publication of your recent article in 
LOOK magiwine, I cannot help but en
ter into dialogue with you .... 

Before doing so however, let us be 
clear as to definitions so that we will 
understand each other. 

1) Why docs the question of the collec
tive guilt of the German people pre
occupy us thus, whereas other na
tions who have perpetrated similar 
crimes against us have not come in 
for nearly the same loathing? 

Surely, the reason lies in the fact that 
we Jews can command the magnanimity 
to forgive those who have offered us 
domicile, and who have from time to 
time abused us, since they were after 
all excercising authority within their own 
country, much as this authority may 
have been abused and may have ev
pressed a lack of humanity on the part 
of those who possessed it. Never before 
Hitler, however, did the national policy 
of one country dictate the persecution 
and systematic extermination of Jewry 
on an international level. Antisemitism 
at its crnellest, genocide, as the primary 
export product of Germany, placed the 
German people side by side with historic 
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Amalek. I shall refer to this analogy 
again later on. 

2) Let us eliminate the confusion be
tween forgiving and forgetting. In 
order to forgive, a crime must have 
been committed against the one who 
does the forgiving. No one has the 
right to offer forgivenness for a crime 
committed against a third party. 
Even the Almighty Himself on the 
day of Atonement cannot forgive you 
for the crimes you have committed 
against your fellowman unless you 
have first endeavoured and failed to 
obtain forgiveness from the injured 
party. By what presumptuous think· 
ing can anyone arrogate to himself 
the right to "forgive" on behalf of 
6,000,000 murdered people? 

Forgetting, in our context would mean 
to become oblivious to the antecedents 
of German nationals whom we deal with 
in our daily Jives, and to judge each in
dividual purely on his merits. 

Unfortunately, Reform Judaism hav
ing been the brainchild of the desire to 
forget large parts of our heritage. it is 
no more than natural for its followers 
to offer such forgetfulness in the in
terest of the merging of the Christian 
and Jewish cultures. Nevertheless, any 

Jew, by nature of his being a Jew is 
blessed with a forgiving heart and a com
passionate soul. The dictum (Deuteron· 
omy 24: 16), "Sons shall not be executed 
for the sins of their fathers" has been 
taught to all of us alike with our moth
ers' milk. No need for me to reiterate 
the many places in the Bible that enjoin 
us to love our fellowman and even some
times to assist our enemies. We both 
know them. Why then do J so violently 
disagree with you? 

The Ultimate in Glatt 
KOSHER CUISINE 

We cater to 
Bar-Mitzvahs and 
Conventions 

Were we t0 be guided solely by our 
noble instincts, I would agree with you 
that your conclusion that we should try 
and forget and not burden the new Ger
man generation with the guilt of the old 
generation, is the logical result of our 
training. However, the observant Jew 
does not believe that his noblest in
stincts cannot fail him, he does not be
lieve that his noblest emotions arc equi
val.ent to Divine inspiration, but he is 
guided by scripture and its traditional 
interpretation. He submits to the Divine 
commandments not only in disciplining 
his physical needs and appetites in such 
fields as clothing, food, and family life, 
but also in his thinking. Never does he 
consider his own intellect as supreme in 
shaping his attitudes. 

The Torah tells us (Deuteronomy 
23: 8) 'do not oppress the Egyptian tor 
you were a stranger in his land," and yet, 
strangely the same Torah bids us never 
to forget what Amalek did to us. We are 
not to revenge ourselves on Egypt for 
the two centuries of cruel persecution, 
but Amalek with whom our ancestors 
fought a two-day encounter in a desert 
causing relatively few casualties. we are 
commanded to blot out. Surely we must 
wonder why; the answer is not hard to 
find. Amalek attacked us in no·man's
Iand, not on his own ground. at a mo
ment when we had gained a victory over 
the foremost armies of the world--with
out employing lethal weapons. G-d Him
self states (Exodus 17:16) "as long as 
a hand will be raised against the throne 
of G-d, G-d will wage war against Ama
Jek." Amalek represents power politics, 
supremacy of brute force. Judaism repre
sents the supremacy of the spirit, the 
part within us that was created is the im
:iQe of G -d. Hitler's Germany represents 
the philosophy of Amalek and we must 
not ever forget it. 

It is not surprising that the Torah 
tell us (Deuteronomy 25: 19) that the 
time to revenge ourselves on Amalek is 
when we shall be safely settled in our 
own homeland. It is then we are to oblit
erate its memory. Human nature being 
what it is, even the most vengeful of 
men tends to let bygones be bygones 
at a time when he has reached the pin
nacle of success, when he can say all is 
well that ends well. But just at that time 
- perhaps to remind us that there cannot 
be any permanence to the supremacy of 
G-d's rule while Amalek still exists-we 
must ensure the continuence of the Jew-



ish Ideal by fulfiliing the commandment 
to wipe out Amalek. 

It is not at all surprising that the 
.· prophet Samuel has to warn King Saul 

not to have pity on Amalek; he is warn
ing him against the most noble and most 
natural instinct deeply embeded in Jew
ish consciousness. 

Compassion is not always a virtue. 
The Midrash tell us that Adam had 
compassion on Eve, as a result of which 
he ate from the tree of knowledge and 
joined her in being exiled from Paradise. 
This was the first example of misplaced 
compassion. Many more can be quoted; 
all of them have one thing in common, 
they demonstrate that we cannot trust 
our insinct to guide us, that we need 
Divine guidance. 

If we wish to forget even part of 
G-d's law we will pay for it in kind, 
measure for measure by being ourselves 
relegated to oblivion in the pages of his
tory, as alas has been the fate of other 
deviotionist sects. 

Jn our Sabbath prayer, invoking the 
vengeance of G-d on behalf of the mar
tyrs of our faith throughout the mil
lenia, we address the Almighty as Father 
of Mercy. Surely, another attribute of 
G-d would seem to fit the occasion bet
ter. Yet. I submit we declare here two 
things: a) despite the senseless murder 
of millions of our brcthern we do not 
question the Almighty as being the source 
of all mercy, and b) we do not see in 
the justice to be meted out to the de
scendants of those who committed a 
crime, a lack of G'd's mercy. What is 
mercy towards one party is justice and 
retribution for the other. Redress for 
the wrongs we suffered even if long de
layed is an act of mercy towards the sur
vivors of the martyrs and towards the 
martyrs themselves. To "forgive" un
atoned-for crimes, is the cruellest joke 
we can play on the memory of our mar
tyrs. 

You are asking "how much of a guilt 
can we burden an 18-year old without 
crushing his soul?"-Let me tell you. 
Just as pride in one's ancestors' accom
plishments is the best guarantee for the 
usefulness of their descendant's lives. so 
only the full knowledge of the guilt of 
their parents can offer some guarantee 
against recurrence of such crimes, dur
ing the life span of their offsprings. 

Sincerely yours, 
Elias Munk 
Toronto, Canada 
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To the Editor: 
"QUALITY PICTURES 

FOR ALL OCCASIONS'' I am very much impressed with all the 
issues of THE JEWISH OBSERVER that l 
have received. I would like to order sub
scriptions for the following: Young Is
rael House of Cornell University; Young 
Israel House at Syracuse University; and 
Yavneh House of Princeton. These are 
all Kosher dining houses on college 
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Agudath Israel 
on the Legislative 

Front 

New York State Passes 
Textbook Aid Bill 

On June 1st Governor Nelson Rocke
feller signed into law the New York 
State Textbook Bill. The new Jaw, which 
will go into effect September 1966. pro
vides the cost of secular-studies text-
books up to $I 0 to all school chil
dren, including those attending religious 
schools, from the 7th through the 12th 
grades. 

The Textbook Bill, which was spon
sored by Assemblyman William Ferrall 
and Senators Edward Speno and Guy 
Mangano, had passed the New York 
Assembly and Senate by overwhelming 
majorities: 1J7 to 29 and 50 to 7. 
Agudath Israel of America had mobilized 
the support of the Jewish community 
for this legislation in an all-out state
wide campaign which began on April 
7th and continued up to the very last 
moment when the bill became law two 
months later. 

The Textbook Bill originally allotted 
$20 per child, but was reduced to $10 

. in light of the opposition the larger sum 
aroused. The American Jewish Congress, 
which had opened a "second front" in 

·Albany after its defeat in Washington 
on the Federal education bill, announced 
that it would challenge the law's con
stitutionality in the courts. This an
nouncement was immediately followed 
by a statement from Agudath Israel of 
America that the organization's Com

. mission on Law and Public Affairs would 
fight the AJC on every legal level. 

After Governor Rockefeller's act, 
Agudath Israel issued a statement calling 

. upon other 1'tates throughout the nation 
to follow the lead of the Empire State 
and enact similar legislation. The state
ment pointed out that this legislation 
"conforms with the new spirit dominating 

. ·our nation's thinking. as demonstrated by 
-the recently-enacted Federal Aid to Edu

. cation law, which refuses to discrimi
nate against children attending religious
ly-oriented schools by arbitrarily depriv
ing them of educational benefits." 

A spokesman for Agudath Israel stated 
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that this latest victory for parents who 
select religiously-oriented schools for 
their children, following on the heels of 
the Federal bill, should be assessed as 
"first steps" towards broader goals still 
to be <1ttained in order to rectify the 
discrimination from which students at
tending religious schools now suffer. He 
emphasized that Agudath Israel had con
tinuously explained that the gains to 
Yeshivos from the Washington bill are 
very minimal, and its basic benefit is 
the principle it established. The Albany 
Textbook Bill is an example of the 
broadening of this principle, and new 
avenues must be considered as to how 
to fully exploit the new atmosphere, to 
achieve still greater gains for students 
attending religious schools. 

Sabbath Bill Wins Support 
As a result of the efforts of Agudath 

Israel of America to win passage of the 
bill introduced in the House by Rep. 
Jonathan Bingham of New York (H.R . 
6873) to enable Sabbath observers who 
work for the Federal Government to 
obtain time off for religious observances, 
a number of distinguished legislators 
have introduced companion bills. This 
measure would enable Jewish Sabbath 
observers working for the government, 
including Post Office employees, to take 
time off when necessary to comply with 
their religious obligations, by making up 
the lost hours at a different time without 
any loss of employee benefits. 

ACUDATH ISRAEL 
LEADER 
CONG RA TU LA TES 
PRESIDENT 
JOHNSON: 
Rabbi Morris Sherer, 
executive vice-president 
of Agudath Israel of 
America, expressed the 
organization's appreci
ation to President 
Johnson for the passage 
of the Administration's 
Education Aid Bill. 
This took place at the 
special reception in the 
White House tendered 
by the President to all 
those who contributed 
to the passage of the 
historic law. Agudath 
Israel has for five years 
worked on Capitol Hill 
fur the indusiun of 
Yeshivos in the 
government's education 
aid program. 

The companion rne<1sures in the House 
were introduced by Rep. Jonathan B. 
Lindsay of New York (H.R. 7ll6) and 
by Rep. Paul J. Krebs of New Jersey 
(H.R. 8!02). A companion bill in the 
Senate was introduced by Senator Jacob 
K. Javits of New York (S. 2082). and 
will soon be co-sponsored by a Demo
cratic Senator, in order to make it a 
bi-partisan measure. 

Form Commission on 
Law and Public Affairs 

Agudath Israel of America 
has formed a Commission on 
Law and Public Affairs, which 
will mobilize lawyers and po
litical scientists to work for 
Torah interests in areas where 
their expertise is required. 

Reuben E. Gross of Staten 
lsland, a distinguished attor
ney with a long record of ac
tive service for Orthodox 
causes, was named chairman 
of the Commission. Vice-chair
man is Dr. Marvin Schick, as
sociate professor of political 
science at Hunter College and 
a member of the national ex
ecutive board of Agudath 
Israel. 



.. Orthodox)' Opposes 
Humane Slaughter Bill 

Agudath Israel of America joined a 
group of other Orthodox Jewish organi
zations in informing the leaders of the 
New York State Legislature of their 
strong opposition to any legislation which 
would interfere with Shechitah. 

ica; which will take place .from Thursday 
through Sunday, November 11-14. Over 
1,000 of the nation's Orthodox Jewish 
communal leaders and workers will par
ticipate in the sessions, including the 
country's foremost Torah authorities. 

Agudah Camps 
. Open July 1 

B'nai Brak Vice-Mayor 
In One-Month Visit 
Shimon Siroka, Vice-Mayor 

of Bnai Brak and a member 
of the Agudist world execu
tive, arrived in the United 
States for a one-month visit. 

This action was triggered by bills in
froduced in Albany by the ASPCA and 
other groups, which would prohibit cur
rent preparatory practices in the process 
of Shechitah. Indications are that these 
bills will not reach the floor of the legis
lature during the current session. 

Camp Agudah for boys and · Cainp 
Bnos for girls, located in Ferndale and 
in Liberty, New York, will begin a 9-
week season on July 1st. The camps, 
which are sponsored as a public service 
by Agudath Israel, will conduct two 
trips: four weeks followed by five weeks. 

Mr. Siroka will meet with .··· 
rabbinic and lay leaders of 
Jewish life throughout the 
country to report on the latest 
developments in religious life 
in the Holy Land. 

Preparations Begin 
For Agudah Convention 

An extensive capitol improvements 
program will soon be concluded at both 
camps. The campers hail from every 
part of the United States, and the camps 
are the largest Orthodox camping oper
ation in the country. 

See our 
FREE BOOK OFFER 

on the back cover 
The Convention Committee has al

ready begun preparations for the 43rd 
convention of Agudath Israel of Amer-

Are you a sidewalk superintendent? 
Don't watch from the sidelines ... 
while the battle for Torah rages 
on all fronts the world over. 

= 

-= = = 

• The pace-setter for this battle is Agudath Israel, led hy 
the Torah authorities. 

• YOU can help achieve more gains for Torah by strength
ening the voice of Agudatl1 Israel through your personal 
identification with independent Orthodoxy. 

• The leading Torah authorities have calJed upon loyal Jews 
to join Agudath Israel and become part of the struggle 
for authentic Yiddishkeit. 

Answer this calf now! 
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Agudath Israel of America I 5 Beekman St., New York 10038 

I hereby apply for membership in Agudath Israel. Enclosed is $8.00 
for the national membership dues for the current year. 
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Observing the Shabbos has always required that the Jew be 
informed as to what the Torah demands; what is forbidden 
on Shabbos and what is permissible. D Modern technology 
has added to th~ burden of knowledge required for intelli
gent and proper Shmiras Shabbos. 0 For the layman this 
means study of Hilchos Shabbos and consulting one's Rav 
when questions arrive. D Two popular works are now avail-· 
able, one in the English language and one in Hebrew which 
will help make Shabbos more meaningful for you. 

Either of these works can now /Je yours FREE! 
with your subscription (or renewal) to 

The Jewish Observer 
Should you care to purchase one of these books, you may order with the 
coupon below at the special price of $2.50 each. We will cover the cost of 

packing and mailing! 

THE SABBATH 
A Guide to its Understanding 

a1ul Obsenmnce 
by Dayan Dr. I. Grunfeld 

Despite its frequent occnrcncc and upparcnt
ly simple significance, the Shahhos and its 
laws is understood only 8uperficially by most 
contemporary Jews. The meaning and rea
soning hehind the prohibitive aspects of the 
Shahhos, for example, is often confused with 
a slavish adherence to the customs and prac
tices of an outmoded era. 0 In this signifi
cant work the author, member of the Beth 
Din of the British Commonwealth, outlines 
a framework for a comprehensive rationale 
of the Shabbos and presents a concrete, 
sound, and inspiring guide to the practical 
observance of Shahhos. 
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